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-CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky,

Thursday, August 1, 1957

Number Thirty-One

School Area Annexation Chances FeltBrightened
Following Frankfort Visit By Local Delegation

The Democratic party primary
election will be held in Obion
County on Saturday, August 3rd,
at which time nominees will be
A group of citizens and taxpayers from this arei
named for the offices of county
Gardner
"Podner"
Gene
and
"Hap" Bowden (left)
who had a conference with State Superintendent ol
judge, county court clerk, county
had to take time out recently from their busy'program trustee, circuit court clerk, counEducation Robert R Martin in Frankfort Tuesday on
sheriff and county register of
schedule at WFUL to have photos made for their ad- ty
the
local school district annexation problem, returned
Obion County.
miring listeners. The mail you see in front of Hap and There are races for all the An August recOrd-breaking
Tuesday night, feeling "well pleased" with the recepof 146 people are extion Dr. Martin had accorded them.
Gene is part of tfietr daily haul. And the beverages you nominations with the exception number
pected to receive baccalaureate
they
that
say
Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of
can
who
of that of county register in and masters degrees from MurWhile none felt inclined to comment on the possibilsee in the huge bottle. . . . well,
which Mrs, Rubye Cloar Oliver, ray State College in an informal the Obion County ABC Commit- ity that Dr. Martin might agree to territorial annexadon't speak for themselves . . . without filling, too.
today that all farmthe incumbent. is unoppobed.
graduation srvice Friday, August tee stated
ers who wish to sign-up for 1957 tion to the Fulton Independent School District, which
The candidates for the other 2 at 4 p. in
Agricultural Conservation Pro- the group sought, it is the feeling of the NEWS that
nominations are: County judge, The number of applicants for gram have until August 15th,
prospects may have been brightened considerably as
Raymond Mitchell, incumbent, August degrees exceeds the re- 1957 to do so.
Dan W. McKinnis, Jr. and Frank cord of 141 set in August 1966
a
result of the personal visit to Frankfort.
Only a small percent of the
Ray; county court clerk, James according to Mrs. Cleo G. Hester,
iosigned-up
are
county
in
farms
Local residents in the area that
It had been previously believT. Kendall, incumbent, Lowell Registrar.
date, therefore, it is very impor- ed locally that Dr. Martin would seeks to join the Fulton IndeJoyner
and
Clifford
Beauchamp
The Kentucky Candidates for tant that we encourage all inFollowing a Tuesday night pre- ly Finance office and a charter Jr.; county trustee, Jack Parks.
not be in favor of the Fulton in- pendent School District are addegrees include the following terested farmers to come in with(Ks•
dependent School Disrict adding vised today that the State Deliminary meeting of young men member of the Murray
and Roy Perryman; from
incumbent,
of
bachelor
area:
this
from
out delay and file request for any more territory, despite the partment of Education expects to
istereated in organizing • Junior Jaycee Club. A number,circuit court clerk, Dee Ethridge
Myra Carr Etondurant, cost-share assistance.
fact that the Fulton District make a full and accurate survey
Clansaer of Commerce unit in Murray were also present Tues- and Marvin Harper, and county Science:
FulFields,
Mae
Hickman; Pattie
Among the practices Which would offer a tremendous con- of the situation to substantiate
Fulton, another meeting was set day evening.
incumEbb
Gwaltney,
sheriff
Local men between the ages bent, Jewel Bone and Glen Grif- ton; Harold Monroe Garrison, have been approved for ()him vtruence to all pupils living in one already made, which is the
fly Thursday might. August 8,
Hickman; Robert Joe Palmer, County, and which may be carrito join,
eastern end of Fulton County usual Department policy. A deat which time the organizatioo of 21 and 35 are eligible inter- fin.
Fulton; Zuaneta Mae Phelps, Ful- ed out in the second half of the the
that they will not enjoy If they cision as to whether or not the
will likely be formed and a char- and all of those who are
Robertson,
Creel
William
ton;
year are:
have to take a long bus ride to annexation to Fulton is approved
ested are invited to attend next
ter applied for.
Fulton. Bachelor of Science: BarHay
and from Hickman every day, or disapproved will be handed
and/or
Pasture
Permanent
A large group of young men week's meeting on August 8. The South Fulton Begins
Richard
bara Ann Baker, Wingo;
in some cases totaling over 50 down in the next 130 days, the
from the twin cities attended the location of the meeting will be Street Improvements
Bar- in Crop Rotation.
Valley;
Water
Gossum,
Foy
group was informed.
Liming for Legumes and miles.
Tuesday evening meeting here.
bara Jean Holland, Wingo; ClarMr. Williams next
Grasses.
which was organised by Ray announced by
An extensive resurfacing pro- ence Jerome Mills, Lynnville.
Tree Planting.
Williams, manager of the Friend- week.
gram on the streets of South FulImprovement of an Established
ton is underway this week, and
N
COMMISSIO
TO
NAMED
Vegetative cover.
before it is completed, most of
Ponds for Livestock Water.
the streets needing repairs will
Charles Wright, chairman of
Woodland Improvement.
get them, the News learned this the Fulton County bolt CenserSod Waterways.
week.
District, has been named
vation
from
-jottings
A meeting of the Hickman DeConstructing Terraces.
the State Soil and Water reto
is
The
program
improvement
velopment Corp.. stockholders being financed by bond issue.
Winter Cover Crops.
sources Commission.
has been called for Monday night,
The Fulton Lions Club will auctioneer, is contributing his
vote
to
Aug. 12, at the courthouse
conduct a "Radio Auction" over time, and the Station is contrion an amendment to the corporStation WFUL on Thursday, buting air time as a salute to
ation by-laws to make possible
Friday and Saturday, August 8- the Lions and their civic psoiect.
an expansion program that would
in order to raise money for
9-10
4
Donations are now being soli4(440144‘ 49
add 20.000 square feet of floor
the Club's City park improve- cited for the auctiop. Pies,
cakes,
the
8,
August
Thursday,
On
employment
the
space and double
fund.
ment
candies, almost oaf kind of items
South Fulton, PTA will have a
at the Hickman Garment Co.
aired
from
be
will
auction
The
Study Course. The meeting will 2 to 3 p. m. on Thursday and are eagerly being sought. Anyplant. The plant now employs a
be a potluck luncheon in 'the Friday and from 1 to 4 'O. m. on one who ean provide a contribupersons
Ile
of
total
Take it from me folks, if everyHorne Economics Department, be- doteotiry It will be held at the '. Amu these lines is asked to
stockholders in
248
are
Them
Hamra at 437 or Robert
body has as happy a birthday as the corpgrations. formed to Mginning at 10 a. rei •
office: on Lake "Street an
Mrs. Ferris Vaden of Union will be broadcast from that point. Borrow at 56.
I did on Teesday end wedeeetay, aned the esestruetion of a factory
friends
our
of
events
then baying them wouldn't be buildhig tor Hickman Garment. 1 A column devoted to the social
City, who is Chairman of the 13th
The Fulton Lions Club has
The public is cordially invitbad at all. 1 say Tuesday arid with 'a total of 1988 shares. Any
District of Tennessee, will teach ed to attend the auction in per- made many contributions to the
Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
around
I
because
advisedly,
Mrs.
Wednesday
the Parent-Teacher Manual.
change in the articles of incoryour social news.
son if they desire to, or else bids City Park area, and its usefulnesi
had celebrations both days and poration requires a- two-thirds
Vaden is a lovely person, and may be taken over the phone by as a major public playground 11
the'
as
—
each day was as much fun
she will make the lesson very calling number 262, a special becoming more important each
vote or in this case 1323 votes
other one. Fact is, I've decided to approve any change
interesting as well as instructive. phone installed for the auction. year, as additional facilities are
that
line
imaginary
the
with
dispense
(Ed's Note: To
next year to bave a full week..
Mrs. Mac Burrow, Parliamentar- Col. Charles W. Burrow, popular added.
Since the Small Business adand call. it the "Jo Westpheling ministration is a public agency allegedly divides Fulton County, The News this week ian of the local organization, will
Birthday Week."
using taxpayers funds, the agency is happy to bring to you a column of activities from teach Parliamentary procedure:
Waterfield, Humphrey Will
has unusual responsibilities as a our friends along the Mississippi River, Hickman, Ky.
On Tuesnay as I was boadcast- leader. But the agency has inAl Fancy Farm
Speak
confirst
her
is
here
Stokes and
trig on my program "Jo's Note- dicated that the Hickman Deve- Our cohunnist is Joye
Harry Lee Waterfield
Gov.
LL
book of the Air" at nine-thirty lopment Corp could eaulity (or tribution.)
and Highway Commissioner Roba. in. on WFUL I was just about a loan to finance the local factory
Humphrey will be the princito wind up my news when the expansion if Articles III of its
from the ert
Early Lead Over
The speed of transportation has taken away the dis- Beef Cattle Producers are
speakers for the 76th annual
pal
door of the studio opened with Incorporation is amended.
planeight purchase counties
edithe
so
Hickman,
from
Saturday,
Fulton
picnic
Farm
Fancy
separate
Entire Field Drops
that
confusion.
tances
a wild
ning a Feeder-calf Sale again this
It was Mary Jo and R. Paul , TOGGERT MOVING
To A Final Fourth
the News thoughtlit a good idea to have a column year at Mayfield on Wednesday August 3.
of
tors
bustle' in to sing "Happy Birthof us keep up with, the activi- September 25th. Calves may be For the first time in its history, Jasper Vowell, one of Fulton's
The Tiny Toggery will soon from Hickman so that all
day" and to bring me a lovely
this year's picnic will not feature top-ranking golfers and former
think its a good idea, sold through this organization if speeches
Hickman
in
We,
the
ties of each other.
by candidates for high Country Club champion, played
gift When they first opened the move from Its location in
weigh
and
good
very
grade
they
door I was furious with them, Fulton Theatre building to one too. So today I'll bring you some of the highlights of over 250 pounds.
political office. There is only one some torrid golf last weekend at
held in Paducah's Irvin Cobb tournabrowse they have been warned four doors up Main Street at
Any beef cattle farmer who slate-wide race to be
our happy happenings in Hickman.
elec- ment, leading a large field of pros
primary
the
and
many times never to go into the the location recently occupied by
November,
the
about
Mo. and Murray State College in wants more information
control room or the studio when the Fulton Beauty School.
The remaining weeks in sumRice tion was held in May, ureter the and amateurs most of the way
Harold
contact
should
sale
Garrison
Mr.
Kentucky.
Murray,
someone is talking on the micronew law on primaries.
before faltering and sinking back
mer hold much in the way of enIs a graduate of Murray State of Hickman, Jess Fields of FulFORRESTER'S MOVING
phone However, on Tuesday
tertainment for friends and mem- College and both will teach in ton or County Agent John Watts.
In anticipation of its usual big Into a tie for fourth.
Forrester's Shoe Shop has mov- bers of the wedding party of
they were aided and abetted by
crowd the committee will barbeAs Sun-Democrat sportswriter
system this
Paul. who dreamed up the nice ed this week to a new location Miss Paula June Hornsby, bride- the Hickman School
cue 70 sheep, 40 hams and a huge Bill Carter recounted the play:
Fall.
Cream
Ice
Barbecue,
little gesture so that the listen- in the same block on Main Street, elect of Harold Garrison, son of
quantity of beef.
"For a while Sunday it looked
ing audience could share my formerly occupied by the A. Hud- Mr. and Mrs. Terre* Garrison.
Al Cayce Friday
Besides that there will be num- as though a darkhorse from FulBRIDGE
DESSERT
Company. Additional The engagement of Miss Hornsbirthday with me.
dleston
enconcessions, prizes and
ton, Jasper Vowell, would quietThe Cayce Methodist Church erous
Honoring the bride-elect last
merchandise will be handled in by and Mr. Garrison was antertainment.
ly walk away with the big prize.
barbecue
annual
their
have
will
when
bridge
dessert
a
bridewas
the
week
by
nounced last week
As in most things we have to the larger quarters.
"Vowell played the front nine
Friday
supper
cream
ice
were
and
the
event
for
hostesses
Mrs.
the
elect's parents, Mr. and
arrange in our lives to suit press
in
34 and was the 27-hole leader
church.
the
at
2
August
and
her
night,
Sr.
stokes,
Fred
will
Mrs.
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS
RITUIRS AT MARTIN
Lewis Hornsby. The wedding
day. Paul had the little party on
with a 104 total, one stroke less
Serving will begin at 6:00 p. m.
Mauldin
First
Mrs.
Charles
the
daughter
at
18
August
place
sertake
has
get
he
couldn't
Floyd R. Brooks, who
Tueolay, because
Construction is beginning on than Gilbert.
There will be both barbecue
Beach, Miss.
away from the News office on ved as an employee of the Martin Methodist Chinch in Hickman. of Long
"Dahlbender, 19-year-old Bill
with a natural gas distribution system
along
chicken,
this
fried
on
occasion
and
guests
of
The
gradiutee
a
is
June
Wednesday. That was all right post office for 43 years, has re- Paula
Johnson of St. Louis and Jimmy
at
Hickman.
foods.
delicious
Four
other
Page
on
many
Contieued
Columbus,
in
Christian College
with me because it gave me the tired.
Jackson of St. Louis all had 106
opportunity to have two birth
totals.
days
"Going to No. 14, Vowell had a
two-stroke lead over the field and
But my unofficial birthday on
was three under for the tournaTuesday was made happier for
ment. But he bogied the next
another reason because it was
finals by a win over Donnie Mc- play all eyes will be looking to Betty Lou Thomas, who's setting three holes before finally parring
• also the 55th wedding anniverthe result of the Margaret Can- quite a pace with her low scores No. 17 and 18.
Knight.
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
"Vowell, who almost proved to
tty Vowell semi-final recently, in the semi-finals this
trell-Be
Morris Taylor and Mae McDavidson, so I just dropped
round this week, as this could week. Since 1940 Mrs. Rogers be the surprise package of the
in
the
semi-finals
meet
now
Dade
everything was doing and went
be the tighest tilt of the entire has been defeated only twice in amateur division, lost because he
.
this week.
out and spent a most pleasant
Mrs. Voweli was the 1950 championship play, and still rates played the course backwards.
meet.
Jasper
bracket,
lower
In the
afternoon with them. Out there.
and the 1952, 1954 and as the favorite in the tourney this Most golfers agree the front nine
champion
Vowell, three-times champion,
on that lovely and spacious front
While Mrs. Can- season, although the field is at Paxton Park is from two to
runner-up.
1956
and a strong contender for the
porch of their home, we talked
four shots tougher than the back
trell has never won the trophy, 'tougher than ever.
first
from
match
the
won
trophy,
of many interesting things and
she was runner-up in 1955, havMrs. Roger eleminated Jane side. But Jasper played the front
Mahan
Martha
.
Columnist
Guest
to
then
advanced
Gossum,
Felix
as I sat there I wondered if when
match due Edwards in the opening round, in three-under-par and was three
the semi-finals with a win over ing to forfeit the final
the birthdays on my calendar
Tournament matches are the tourney, Bud White, who has Pat Idanney, who had eliminated to a broken leg, and she is con- while Glad Moore defeated Sue over on the back."
number as many as they have order of the day at the Fulton been gaining fame all over the
TOP AMATEURS
match. sidered by many as the strongest Moore. Mrs. Rogers and Mrs.
on the calendar of the Davidsons, Country Club these &lye; and City state this summer with his play Dick Meacham in a close
contender in this year's field. lvfoore played this week, with 1. Gene Dahlbender, 70-70-140
Buck
defeated
Henson
John
would I be able to view life with Championship play for men and in various junior meets. The
67-74--141
David Homra was However, the red-haired Mrs. the defending champion winning 2. Jimmy Gilbert,
as much cheer and happiness as women is going into the stretch match as tied on the lath hole, Bushart, while
Vowell has served notice to all the match to reach the semi- 3. Jasper Vowell, 70-72--142
Adams.
over
Howard
victor
the
those two wonderful people.
a finals.
3. asper Vowell, 70-72-142
with the leading golfers hot on and White took the 17th and 18th
won his way to the that she's going strong, scoring
Out at the Davidsons their the trail for the coveted cham- to win 2-up. White and McDade Henson then
Tow other Fulton golfers also
field
in
large
a
first
from
won
finish
Thomas
to
Lou
Betty
40
over David
a
daughter, Dixon Graham, served pionship trophies of 1957. Most then played a tight one, with the semi-finals with win
at Metropolis last week, and the Martha Moore, while Martha Ma- participated in the tournament.
Hoinra.
R. Paul and me delicious peach any afternoon you'll find the defending champ winning 2-up.
day before she had been medalist han was the winner over Martha Johnny Henson wound up with
Henson and Vowel] will battle for the large group of Fulton Hale. Mrs. Thomas and Mrs. Ma- 74-83-157; Felix Gossiun, Jr.
ice cream and cake and in the crowd gathered on the benches
In the lower part of the upper
background we could bear Hap behind No. 9 watching the tour- bracket, Morris Taylor, another It out to the finals this week, and and Dyersburg golfers on the han then played a torrid 18, go- with 76-88--162.
(Continued on page 5)
youngster, who's been burning it this promises to be quite a con- home course. Both are playing ing all the way before Mrs.
nament matches coming in.
golfers are capable of
FIRE AT GAMBILL'S
great games and all are eager for Thomas won the contest 1-up on
Both Max DcDade and Vir- up this summer, won from Char- test. Beth
well under par and both the outcome of this match.
going
round,
opening
the
in
Binford
les
stiff
with
faced
are
Rogers
Woods
The 'Moulton Gambill grocery
the 18th hole.
Replaces
Haines
ginia
The
players.
good tournament
competition in defending their then met his uncle, Boots Rome are
In the lower bracket, Betty on the Martin highway south of
Virginia Roger!, who holds a
As Trainmaster Here
who's won the title severartimes, winner of this contest will meet
Kentucky, for the Vowell beat Lucille Adams and Fulton suffered considerable
Buck Woods, trainmaster at titles against a strong field.
West
hi
record
the
of
McDade-Tay
winner
won
the
Taylor
round.
second
the
In Men's Championship play in
golfing Margaret Ann Newton came out damaged to contents in a fire
Fulton, has been transferred to
match but it took 19 holes lor match in the 36-hole finals for number of trophies and is all ahead of S.ara CampbelL Mrs. Wednesday evening, July 24. Fire
Jackson. Tennessee as trainrnast- Max McDade eliminated Ernest this birdied the 19th to win in the championship.
the years,
through
honors
Fall in the first round. Jack as he
er there, effective this wiek.
set and ready to go in her latest Vowell went on to the semi-finals companies from the twin cities
the "sudden death" play. Rogers
saved the building.
Cositinued on Pope Four
His job in Fulton is being fill- Moore fell before one of the outIn the Women's Championship championship play and will meet
standing young players of the had advanced to the quartered by J. P. Haines, Chicago.

Ten From Area Will
Get Degrees Al MSC

Obion Farmers lave
Until August 15
Far A. C. P. Sign-Up

Jaycees Plan To Organize Local
Unit At Meeting Here August 8

Lions Radio Auction Will
Help Park Improvement

Hickman Factory Hopes
To Double Size, Staff

Jo's
Note Book

PTA Announces Study
And Luncheon, Aug. 8
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Beef Producers Plan
Sale At Mayfield

Martha Mahan Reports on-Sizzling GolfMatches

Diary of Doin's

Jasper Vowel!
Places High In
Paducah Tourney

Many Plants Will Have To Re-Locate
Does Fulton have a chance to get
tome industry if local businessmen
roll up their sleeves and determine to
go after it W think the answer can
pretty well be summed up in a recent
speech made in Jackson, Tennessee
before the Jackson Rotary Club on
June 19, 1957.
The speech, made by GM&O VicePresident T. T. Martin, Industrial relations, pointed out that in the last
ten years there has been an increase
of 67% in th number of manufacturing plants in the nation, and most of
them have gone to the South or far
West.
Mr. Martin's speech, reprinted in
the July 15 GM&O News, is reprinted herewith in part. He has mentioned several points that may give us a
little strength in our endeavors.
"In spite of the rapid movement of
industry following World War II and
Korea, the pace has not appreciably
slackened. To give you an idea of the
activity of the past ten years — the
numbers of firms engaged in manufacturing and construction has increased from 467,000 to 783,00 — a
gain of 316,000 of 67%, while the
number of business firms has increased from 3.2 million to 4.3 million —
a gain of 34%. Many of these manufacturing firms are making products
and using materials which were developed in the past twenty years.
"The greatest advances in industrial development have occurred in
the South and far West and predictions seem agreed that this trend will

continue.
"Even greater than the growth in
industries has been the increase in
competition for the location of these
industries. Today there are more than
6,300 organizations engaged in the effort to attract industry to their respective areas. This work started at
the community level, then was increased at the state level; and at the
area level. Many states which, a few
years ago were highly critical of
local inducements have created various aids to industrial location and
are examining their tax structures
to place themselves in a better position to bid.
"The competition is keen, and
many communities which do not have
outstanding attraction in the way of
low cost fuel or power, large supplies
of water or proximity to basic raw
materials, get rather discouraged and
fear the procession will pass them by.
Yet of the existing plants in 1955,
only 8% had changed location, another 8% were branch plants, and
84% were where they happened to
have been started, usually because
the man with the idea lived in that
locality. Many of these plants are off
center distribution wise, remote from
their sources,ofJaw material, and as
competition increases will have to
re-locate or establish branches.
Again, 75% of these existing plants
has no special requirement for water,
fuel, power, etc: which could not be
met by any well organized community."

Start Early; Crowd More Into The Day!
Do you find time within the 24
hours to do everything you would
like to do? Time was money to Ben
Franklin and a Greek philosopher
namd Theoprastus said: "Time is the
most valuable thing a man can
spend."
Using the last phrase as a title, the
Rev. Margaret Blair Jcilmstone, who
is pastor of the Union Congreational
Church in Groton, Mass, and also of
theh Christian Union Church in West
Groton, in the August Reader's Digest offers four rules for living within your "time" income.
They are-.
1. Wherever you are going or what-

ever you are doing, start in time.
2. Do it now! Delay wastes time
and saps energy.
3. Learn when to say "No", and
when to say "Yes". Because our time
income is fixed we must learn to be
selective in spending it.
4. Take time out. Do something
that restores the lilt and zest to your
living. A change is as good as a rest.
"You don't need to be a surgeon,
or a statesman like Churchill to
paint," says the writer. "Nor need
you have Bernard Baruch's busy
schedule to find that 15 minutes a
day spent on a park bench can refresh you for the rest of the day."

SERMONETTE OF VIE WEEK

aidermik

morass'

The Mad Bomber Had A Grudge
By Anne Tansey
writer for Information
MILLIONS of New Yorkers gave
signs of relief when prison bars closed behind the "Mad Bomber." For
the last 16 years this man had been
taking out his grudge on society —
by setting bombs in libraries, railway
stations and other public places —
because he claimed he had been
wronged.
Criminal records abound with
crimes committed because the culprit was fighting mad at someone.
But such crimes would be much fewer if the people who are hurt, or
treated unjustly, would fashion that
hurt into a cross. That is, accept it
for God's sake who sees everything
that happens to us, whether it be good
or bad_ If nobody else ever rights our
wrongs for us, He will — in His own
good time — if we give Him the opportunity.
COUNTLESS people have been
disappointed in love, have lost jobs
unjustly, have had all manner of misfortune. It is a good thing for society
that the majority of them turn these
hurts into crosses.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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I know a widow who was left with
seven children to bring up. She knew
the loss of her husband to be a cross,
and wore it herocially and without
complaint. In spite of its burden she
found life good and in many ways,
and because of her blithe spirits had
a host of friends. Now only those who
know her well are aware that great
sorrow once entered her life.
THE EASIEST people in the world
to get along with, and the most understanding, are those who bear the
heaviest crosses — who have learned
how to carry them and how to profit
from them. They are a pleasure to be
with because they enjoy the fruit
which blossoms from crosses patiently borne. Many a person never discovers what potentials he has inside
himself until he is afflicted and has
to take up his cross.
Crosses are of all kinds, sizes, and
degrees. They have just one thing in
common — with God's grace they
can be borne. Properly worn, they
bring a love of life as well as a love
of God — knowing that life is the
gift of God and that crosses come
from Him for our own good.
A GRUDGE IS a horrible thing to
lug around. The trouble with them is
that they grow bigger and bigger
with the years they are carried, until
they get completely out of hand. Like
the "Mad Bomber", people with
grudges begin to look for ways to
show their hatred for society instead
of their love for God.
No m4tter which way you take it,
crosses are preferable to grudges. The
person who nurses a grudge is truly
blind because he could have the joy
of the cross for the same hurt, the
same injustice. It takes a cross to
turn injuries into treasures of grace.
As Jesus said, "Take up your cross
daily and" — then — "follow me."

1STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcketters

not jest the first dollar we earned — it's the
ONLY doAwr

Every organization that tackles
anything big knows that to make
a success of it the whole membership has to pitch in and put in
a lot of hard work into the project. Those around Fulton who
have worked on the County Fairs
of the past will know what I
mean.
I was sharply reminded of the
fact twice in the past two week,s.
A couple of weeks ago I attended the Marshall County Fair at
Benton, which is one of the remaining big fairs in the area. It
was a big, glamorous affair, nutning full steam for five nights.
At the Tuesday evening beauty
pageant around MOO spectators attended and overflowed the available seating. We returned again
Friday night for the big horse
show, and again a big crowd was
on hand for the 20 classes in the
show.
But with all its glamour (to
all the outsiders) it took a lot of
hard, unrelenting work on behalf
of the civic club that put it on,
and several privately admitted
to me-..that it was just about all
they could manage and still operate their regular daily livelihood.
Then last week I went to Jackson for the "Miss Tennessee"
pageant, a 4-night affair that
drew up to 10,000 a night, and it
was a dandy. The show itself,
spiced up with extra entertainment, was fine. But it sure worked the dickens out of the Jackson Jaycees. who are proud of
having it in Jackson each year,
but whose tongues are strictly
hanging out before it's all over.
The publicity director of the
Jackson pageant, a young man in
the printing business in Jackson,
admitted that he hadn't been near
his office the whole week preceding the pageant, which pretty
well proves that it takes a big
gang of real, civic-proud folks
to pitch in and put things like
that over like they do.

neighbors around them know that
they, too, were from Fulton.
The two performances in Jackson were on TV and radio, too.
and on last Saturday afternoon
Nancy, Miss America and a few
others were guests of the Mayor
of Jackson at a special luncheon.
Another performance that you
ought to attend if you can, is
her appearance at the Memphis
MOAT in Overton Park on Tuesday Aupist 27th. The whole
show, featuring the best of the
younger talent throughout the
Mid-South, will be well worth
seeing, and a young lady from
Fulton, Kentucky may just go
steal the whole thing.
Mx claim to fame in Jackson
is that three times straight-running I was mistaken for the
strong man who participates in
a trampoline act Puny me, I felt
real inflated.

Clarice Bondurant
The members of the Cayce
Baptist Church enjoyed a picnic
at Columbu.s Park after church
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan of Roy,
New Mexico and Mr. and .Mni.
C. N. Burnette were Friday
afternoon guests of Mrs. Daigle
Bondurant and Clarice.
Marshall Bondurant,
Captain
who has been In Japan and Hawaii for the past four years, visited Mrs. Dalai. Bondurant and
Clarice Sunday afternoon. He was

Mrs. Wins Jones is now at
home after several days treatTHE NEWS welcomes expresment at the Haws Memorial hosfrom Its readers. lash
sions
stroke
light
a
pital She suffered
must be *Pied but
Items
in
In her limb and will remain
name will be eausmitted em
bed • few weeks according to
publication it requested.
the advice of her family physician.
The Saluation Army
The revival closed at New Salem the past Saturdgy night unMemphis, Tennessee
der the leadership of Bro. DempJuly 24, 1957
sey Henderson with Bro. Wilburn Johnson as the Asians Mr. Paul Westpheling, Editor
minister, who delivered some Fulton County News
fine sermons daily Many visitors My Dear Mr. Westpheling:
I have been informed by Mr.
came to worship with this church
at these services and Pastor Ralph Ramey, our truck driver
Henderson extends a welooine to who comes to your city periodically to pick up discarded houseall.
Mrs Rex Prields and son, Mike hold materials, that you have
and Mies Pansy McClain left been very helPful in assisting
Sunday for their home in Los him in this program.
I have just -secently been apAngeles, Calif. after several weeks
here W. the bedside of their pointed to Memphis as the Commother, Mrs J Lawrence Mc- manding 04ficer of the Men's
Clain, who has been very sick. Social Service Center, and the
Mrs. McClain is much better purpose_ of this letter is to exwhich
delights her f riends press to you my sincere appreciation for this kindness en your
throughout this area.
Mr and Mrs. Wayne Dorm part.
The purpose of our program is
and daughters. Donna and Mary
Ellen. left Friday for their home to assist handicapped men to reIn New York after two weeks habilitate themselves and to help
vacation here with parents, Mr them back to a life of usefulness,
and Mrs. B. L. Doron, and other and the discarded household materials which our workers get
relatives around this area.
Mrs. Eva Taylor spent the past from your community assist us
week with her brother, Mr. Lee greatly in providing employment
Peery, and Mrs Peery and at- for man of our center in conthe revival at New Belem nection with our work therapy
.
tended
program. The proceeds derived
Baptist Church.
from the sale of these articles
Next Saturday. August 3, is support this phase of our
work,
the annual date for the meeting and much of it is given to
needy
at Acree Cemetery where all Meet families throug our
Welfare Dewho Sr. interested, to receive Ow partment.
work done by , caretaker. Mr.
Praying God's blessing upon
business
Bynum. The
Grant
you and thanking you again, I am
meeting will be held at 10 a. m.
Sincerely yours,
then a memorial service will be
Major K. E. Moss
held at 11 a. m. Basket lunch
Commanding Officer
will be spread at noori. See the
cortunItteemen; Grant B y num,
ADS IS AID
Gaither Mathis, Bert Davia, and
'Ad." beverages are more
LaVernet Windsor with your contribution Any donation will be than a cooling drink In summer.
appriciated by the comniittes in They are top-flight sources of
vitamin C, just as are all citrus
charge
Deep sympathy is extended to fruits.
LaVerne Waulsor and family in
COMMON-LAW SCHOOL
the passing of hil father, Mr.
Oommon-school law. providing
Windsor. near Lynn Grove Saturday. The aged man was a vic- for tax-supported schools, was entim of heart condition. Funeral acted in Kentucky Jan. 119,
and burial was Monday.
Mrs Bird Abernetnyand other
Mr and Mrs Johnnie Aber- relatives in Dresden
Born to Mr and Mrs Howard
nathy and children. Lois and
Lana, left Wednesday foe Los Harris last week was their third
Angeles. Calif after a two yew son. The mother and baby are
vacation here with his mother, doing nicely.

NOW AT ALL

PURE MILK COMPANY
ICE

Forrester's Shoe shop is gelling
ready to move up Main,Street
to the old Huckileston Hardware
building, and I understand that
a newly-arriving Loan Company
or allied business is going in
where the shop now is.

enroute to Vermont where he
will be stationed for three years.
Mrs. Edna Alexander returned
home Monday from
Memphis
where she has been attending the
bedside of her sister, Mrs. Ethel
Oliver. Mrs. Oliver is improving
nicely at her home.
The Sub-District meeting of the
Woman's Christian Service of
the Dyersburg district met Tuesday in an all day meeting at
CayRe Methodist Church. An Interesting program was held with
a missionary from Mexico !perking.
Go To Chureh Suaday

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Mrs. Carey Frieids •

Mollie King's new showroom
and shop for his auto business
is rapidly taking shape down at
State Line and Carr Streets, and
when Mollie opens up he will
have the nicest display for hisPontiacs of any showroom in
town.

Nohnally about one out of
every 50 people in the Chicago
area are railroaders or members
of their families and the Chicago
railroad payroll amounts to nearly $1 million a day. Still another
100,000 Chicagoans draw paychecks from manufacturers who
sell equipment and supplies to
the railroads. Cook County Railroad taxes amounted to more
than $12 million in 1955. Nearly
$5% million ef which went for
with
entertained
Nancy Adams
schools.
songs and instrumental numbers
One of civilization's unchangeboth at Benton and at the Jacklaws is that trade follows
son Pageant, and judging by the able
n. Today, more than
applause has a whole lot of real transportatio
industries are serChicago
4,300
At
area.
the
fans throughout
railroad.
by
directly
ved
AmerJackson the current "Miss
More than 200,000 freight cars
ica" was on hand to see and to be
per cent of all the
seen, and I understand that she (over 11
freight cars owned by all the nawas so strongly impressed by
can be accomodNancy's looks and abilities that tion's railroads)
time
in the city's 208
one
at
ated
little
a
have
she made a point to
and industrial yards.
private conference with her terminal
If anyone should make a count
while she was there.
at almost any time of the day or
Nancy has delivered fine per- night, he would find 3,800 pasfortnances this summer at the senger cars within the Chicago
numerous public functions that area. More than 1,000 locomotives
would also be counted.
she has been invited to partici—"GM&O News"
pate in as a featured performer,
and all of Fulton should be proud
On the editorial page of the
of her. At Jackson and Benton
the audiences were informed that Auburn, Neb., Press-Tribune we
she was from "Fulton, Kentucky" found this interesting item: "If
you drink a quart of milk every
and after her numbers I am sure
that any Fultonians in the audi- day for 1200 months, you'll be
ence were right proud to let their one hundred years old."

CAYCE NEWS

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

CREAM

DIALERS

IM
CI
kaW
M
CREA
ICE
sCome-itititot.
avot

.4

Creamy-Light, Goodness of Lemon

4

Ice Cream

Chl/foa

will make delicious home sodas.

Jest add two scoops of Lemon Chiffon ice

4

Cream into

4

You'll love ii!

of your favorite soda.

ASK FOR

PURE MILK COMPANY
LEMON CHIFFON ICE CREAM
Where you see your favorite
Ice cream dealer.
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you and your husband are in The Fulton News, Thursday, August 1, 1957 Page 3
good health. Yes he will stay and
he is already working. As for the
mrs. A M. Browder and Mr.
preacher I am sorry but I cannot
answer your questions in regards • PALESTINE NEWS and Mrs. Roy Bard visited Mrs.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent • Boyd Browder at her home in
to that matter. As I only have
Union City Sunday afternoon.
your handwriting.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard honor- She has been a patient in °Won
ed their son, Eugene, on his County hospital, but is improved.
Dear Pat,Mrs. Hillman
Collier and
As I am lonely I want to ask birthday, July 25th, with a fish
you some questions and please an- supper. Those attending were daughters, Carolyn *id Linda,
swer thten for me. Does my hus- Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Bard and and Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers
band love me? Does he aim to daughter, Vickie
Dian;
Mrs. attended an annual all day sercome back to me and when? Are Eugene Bard and children, Billie vice near Mt. Pella, Thin. Sunhis children trying to keep him a- and Julie; Mrs. A M. Browder day.
Mr. and Mrs. Rishard Mobley
way from me? Which one I be- and the honoree.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mclieve you can tell me.
Mn Bertha Nugent and Dor., Alister nes* Dukedom Sunday
Is my health going to get bet- David, left Tuesday for Etowah.
ter and how is my baby girl go- Tenn, to attend the wedding of afternoon.
Congratulations to Mr. and
ing to come out in her and her her granddaughter, Prances McMrs. Morgan Davidson on their
husband's trouble? And is my CLary.
56th wedding antversary they obgranddaughter going to marry the
Mrs. Ellis Roper is staying in served Tuesday, July 90th.
boy she is going with and when?
the home of her neice, Mrs. ErSo please answer these questions.
nest Cardwell, on West Street
FIRST PAPER WILL
Thank you
this week.
J. 8.0.
Harold Pewitt of Memphis is
The first paper mill in Kenspending his vacation with his tucky was "built at Georgetown
Dear J. B. 0.
Yes your husband loves you, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey In August, 1792. and operated UnUI 11131.
and no one is trying to keep him Pewitt.
•
away. He is gone because he is •
tired of hearing you nag and just
wanted a rest, he will be back.
There isn't anything wrong with
your health, your girl and her
husband will live together and do
find if you will keep your nose
out of their business. No your
granddaughter will not marry the
boy.
JUST RECEIVED! A fresh shipment of Nitrate

outer

a Howard
heir third
baby are

(PATRICIA
LATANE
answers
he questions l• parson. Address all
communications te
her c/a
Thl It
HEWS and *mach for answer in
this column. Questions regarding
medicine. hesith can best tie answered tw you(_ physician; quo.thine regarding handline of money
it
or Inxatments
can best be answered by your banker. THE NEWS
provides this column purely aa •
public forum and does not accept
any re00000ibility for the •nswers
although
tillleredi
in
many
cases
they
h•we
proved
extremely accurate.)

Dear Curious;
The lady you are rederring to
has a lawyer she pays by the
year. She has a will; however it
has been changed on several occasions. At her death 14 of the
estate will be left to a colored
person who has helped her, 1Y4
will be left to a white person
whom she•has come to think a
whole lot of '4 will be left to a
church, and the other 1/4 will be
Dear Pat,
divided between 7 distant relaI have been reading your tives.
--column for some time now, and
wonder if you could answer my Dear Pat Latane,
questions, which I have been con111/11117Ciat Oreeting the all-Zenlindty Navy reI met a man who seems to be
mit esespeny as they arrive be legit row* tradaing is Capcerned about. Does my boyfriend very nice and he seemed to like
tain C. B.'sauce, Jr., Camasamtbig Oilleee, Been* Training
really love me? Will we ever get me. He wrote me that he would
Cessatead, Great Lakes, WWI& Illialdeg heads with (pt.
married? If so in what year and see me soon. It has beets three
leases is Buddy Leo Taber el frvingtea. Is the ewer are Jerry
month? Did D. L really love me? months since he wrote. Wish you
Benedlet at Danville; Sanest GIVE et Bardstown; Belo CampWill I come back here to finish would tell me why he has not
bell et Cave Celyi Sodom Bla el Wheelwright; Bed Trowels,
school? Is my steady really go- come? I don't think I said 'anyel illsabethiews; Wam Bastes ef Morse Cave; aseall Cele
ing to Ill.? Will my mother ever thing to offend him. Will I see
et nem Breisek; *ad Bert masks et
tilludeedes Sm
marry again, will she marry the him again? His initials are C. 0.
the all-Beetasky eesageny en Seplember 14 wig ftdigght Great
man she is going with now? Will Please tell me if this man cares
Lakes Navy Imeeetaislag's "Web to Bondsole week SepI keep my lob all summer or for me or has someone talked to
Mosher 9-11.
should I quit?
him and caused him to not come?
Thanks,
This is my first time to write
Thanks for your answer.
Dear C. A. B.
T. R.
you. pope you will answer the
Brown eyes
Yes, your brother will marry
Dear T. R.
questions I have asked you.
Dear Brown Eyes:
but not right away, you will not
No, your boyfriend doesn't love
Thank you,
No, this man doesn't love you. see him until Christmas. Yes, the
you, he likes you. No, you will
G. N. H.
Yes, you will be together again, boy-you go with is in love with
never marry this bog. No, D. L
He will go with you ever chance you. You will marry in 1959; ydu
didn't love you but he also likes Dear G. N. H.
Dear Patricia,
Yes, this man does care for you he gets but as for marriage that have not met him.
you. Yes, you will finish school
While visiting here by your
has
tried
and
as
of
yet,
no
one
is
out,
he
Aesn't
want
you,
he
here. Yes, the boy you are retown
I read your column. I have
As
to
to
turn
him
against
you.
might
tell
you
how
much
he
Miss
Latane,
Dear
ferring to is going to Illinois. No,
some questions I'd like to ask
your mother will never marry; why he hasnt arrived: for one thinks of you etc., but when the
I read your column every wees you. Will my husband ever come
you will continue te work during thing he isn't working regular last tune is played and a decision and enjoy it every much.
back home? Could I ever be
right now and has been sick but has to be made he will tell you
the summer.
I wrote to you once before and happy with him? Will he eonyou can look for him because he then that he doesn't want you. It never did read my answers.
tinue to drink? Will I sell my
will be to see you.
looks like to me that women
Will you please answer some home and move? Will my son
e Dear Pat,
you
will
that
if
would
realize
I read your answers to quesquestions for me? Does my husslip around and go with him (and band love me as he should? Or have to go in service as soon as
tions each week (In the Fulton Dear Patricia.
he finishes college? Will I conI am a married woman and you married) don't you know he do I do things to cross with him
News and enjoy !hem very much.
tinue to work where I am? Hope
I am curious to know about an have been married for 15 years. I thinks you would-do the same to sometimes? Will my life always
you can help me.
aged lady whom I chance to know. have children, but recently I him if you were married to him? be just as it is now? Will we ever
Thanks,
that,
and
he
knows
Sure
he
She is said to be'wealthy and have fallen in love with this other
prosper anymore than just a
F. D. B.
lives alone. She has niTelose-k% man. -Fre—has /WTI 'Marne& but wouldn't marry you under any living? And is the gossip I hear
Dear F. D. B.
except one cousin and some se- is divorced now. We have known conditions, but he will play a- about a certain preacher the
Yse, your husband will come
each other for a long time. My round as long as you want to play, truth? And is it still going on in
cond cousins.
back home and you will both be
Would you tell me if she has husband and he are good friends. and when your husband finds it his life with some other one? And
Does this man really love me? out and kicks you out what then? are my husband and I in good happy. No, he will not continue
a will or will her estate be settto drink; No, you will not sell
led by law? And who will benefit Will we ever be together any I can tell you, you're out in the health? Will the one that is away
Your home, you will live on
by the division at her death. more? When and where? Will I cold then you start crying how now stay? And will he find work?
where you are. You will continue
Please answer as soon as you can. divorce my husband and marry much you love your husband so
Thank you,
to work whew you ar. No, your
this other man? If so. when? Will if I were you for your own sake
Thanks
V. G.
son will not go into service when
and for the sake of your children,
I ever be hapiky again?
Curious
he finishes college.
I would straighten myself up and Dear V. G.
Yes, your husband loves you as
act like a married woman should
and not like a 16 year old, before he should. Yes, you do things to
COST PER SERVING
you turn your children against cross him but he doesn't say too
you,and maybe put your husband much about them. No, your life
For a true comparative cost of
in the jailhouse serving time for will change, as your husband is foods, compare the costs per serFOR THE BEST PICKLES
going to inherit some money that ving. The price per pound can
murder.
he doesn't even know exists. Yes, be very misleading
Dear Patricia,
On March 3rd, someone took
from my tenant house 20 rods of
fencing wire (NEW). It had never
been used. Please tell me where
it is, and the initials of the person
who took it. Also. I had 50 game
hens and 15 are gone. Also initials, of this person.
I read your column every week
and like it very much.
I am a subscriber to Fulton
News.
Thank you,
D. H. B.

SPEAS

RUTS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS

of Soda — See us for all your fertilizer medal
SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
For weeds, brush. tobacco, roses. flowers
For killing bugs, worms and all posts
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials
Lot us clean your Red Top and Fescue seed now.
We guarantee satisfaction.
a.

11"S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
... and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
best yet. Complete, stock house paint farm paint;
Interior or exterior.

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

AChtts.lfialSogs
East State Line

Phone 202

This is your Last Chance

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS

WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE!

City Electric Co

Dear D. H. M.
The person that took the 'encing wire and the hens is the same
person but they have both been
sold. The initials are J. B. L
Hi Pat,
,
I enjoy your column very
much, I have a few questions I
would like for you to answer.
Will my brother by the initial
of B. ever get married and when
will we see him again?
Does the boy I go steady really
love me? When will I get married and have I met the guy yet?
Thanks a lot,
C. A. B.

•
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will close on Saturday, Aug. 3rd
Our stock must be sold.
Buy at wholesale and Below

Last Chance

Last Chance

Last Chance

We still have Hundreds of items
left. Here's A partial List
PIANO

ADMIRAL TV SETS
DuMONT TV SETS
ADMIRAL ELEC. RANGE
ADMIRAL REFRIGERATOR
ELEC. WATER HEATERS

ONLY

For less-per-day than most families spend for
almost numberless small luxuries, you can now
have a glorious modern Story a Clark piano
In your home! And, yes—your rentals can later
be applied against full purchase, if you wish!
Telephone!

;;.This de luxe latex
wall paint goes on fait
and easy, dries in one
hour, and one gallon
does the average room.
A beautiful finish in
your favorite colors!

EISAMIGE
cw3Bat sT rivro,4
Intotvg

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

_

Come by and register for
FREE 21" TV SET
To be given away at 7:00 P. M.
on Saturday, August 3rd.
Nothing to buy. Not necessary to be present
to win.

FREE — FREE -- FREE

GYM SETS
BROWNING SHOTGUNS
REMINGTON SHOTGUNS
BATHROOM OUTFITS
WINDOW FANS
A few farm water
systems to sell at
wholesale prices
Large Selections of
Records Left

—
50 to 75' Discount
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MARTHA MAHAN—
(Continued from Page One)
by defeating Miss Newton.
Margaret Cantrell won from
Ethel McDaniel and Sara Bushart eliminated Margaret HalL
Mrs. Cantrell then won her way
to the semi-finals by defeating
Mrs. Bushart.
This week's card finds Virginia
Rogers, veteran low-shooter of
the club, and many times champion, against Betty Lou Thomas,
one of the longest,drivers and
best competitors in the field, and
the lower bracket match is Margaret Cantrell vs Betty Vowel'
and this one should go all the
way for this pair is evenly matched. Both can "clobber" the golf
ball and they've scored about the
same all season. It's a toss-up as
to who'll reach the finals.

Lone. Oak Club
Meets July 24

win the 1957 Handicap tournament before taking over her
duties as life-guard at the pool.
She won from Ethel McDaniel in
the finals. She was Handicap runner-up last year.
The Handicap champion, who's
always hard to beat in competition, defeated Glad Moore, Jane
Edwards and Sara Campbell before reaching the finals, while
Mrs. McDaniel won from Betty
Lou Thomas, Margaret Cantrell
and Virginia Rogers to be a fin:
alist. There were some rugged
matches played during the tournament, With
Virginia Rogers
shooting the lowest score in the
meet with a 41 to beat Nell
Newton in the opening round.
She lost to the runner-up by one
stroke in another close contest.

August 2: Tom Bush sr t, Mrs.
Lee Yates. Donna Jordan, Mary
Lou Connaughtnn, Pat Dowdy;
August 3: Kay Bowen, Mrs. Atkins Cole, Mn. lda Thompson.
Mrs. Myrtle Doyle; August 4
Mrs. Win Whitriel, Jimniki and
Lucille Bennett, Jessie Oamblin,
Donnie • Pugh: August 5: Mrs.
Hoyt Moore, Mrs. A. O. Baldridge. Taylor Sheridon August 6:
P. Gregory; August 7:
Jonelle Wallace. Jimmy Rose,
George Hardy. Monette Dycus;
August 8 Hekin Tucker. L. T
Twomey Jr., Pat Jones. Tommy
Joe Reed, Norma Owen, L P.
wn, Dr. I. H Read, Leon
Melds.

Wil iam

In the B-Division of the Ladies
Handicap Joye Stokes took the
honors by defeating Maurine
Trees in the finals. The happiest
loser in the entire tournament was
Frances Amberg of Hickman, who
dropped well below her best score
before losing to Maurine Trees in
the first round play. She was all
smiles despite the loss.
There have been so many
While vacationing last week at beautiful Pensacola Beach, Florida, Mr. and Mrs.
matches at the local club in recent weeks it's hard to keep track John J. Campbell and their son, Johnny, spent several happy hours learning the
of everybody, but as it goes into rt of sailing. The be-wiskered Captain Jim Pader, who also wears a tiny gold
the semi-finals the field has nar- ring in his left ear, demonstrated seamanship techniques while sailing aboard the
rowed considerably and few re"Miss Tish."
main in the running. It'll be a
Mrs. Campbell and Johnny also enjoy swimming in the Gulf surf ift front of
battle to the last putt from here
on in and soon we'll crown the their beach home while John senior prefers to relax beneath palm tree shade,
champions of 1957.
sipping a cool drink.

The Men and Women's First
Flight Tournament as also provided many interesting matches
and several spills and upsets. In
the Men's Division Sparky Newton has already reached the finals (and he's not the only one
in his family to be a finalist for
his youngest son, Lynn, recently
annexed the Junior Trophy)
Newton now meets the winner of
the Frank Fisher-Don Nelson
match in the finals. He defeated
C. D. Jones Saturday to advance
to the finals.
George Moore won his first
match from James Green, then
won from Chap Taylor. Baker
Cosby fell before Frank Fisher
In Fulton, the Campbells reside at the Country Club Courts. Mr. John Campbell
and Fisher then won from George HAPPY HAPPENINGS—
is
a member of the Chamber of Commerce and operator of the Parisian Laundry
Moore Sunday.
Conthesed from page thte
South Fulton's coach, Don Neland Dry Cleaners, 220 4th street. They returned to Fulton last Sunday night.
son won from Jimmy Weeks, Tethered at , the REA, building
then defeated Milton Exum. John where they were first greeted
where they will enjoy a short Fisher away — So conic on Home
Joe Campbell won from Ward by Mrs Stokes. the bride-elect ved to 30 guests_
Out-of-town guests attending visit with Mrs. Helm's parents, before something happens.
Johnson and fell before Nelson. Miss Hornsby, Mrs. Mauldin and
In the lower bracket Jack Mrs. Hornsby, mother of the the *party were Mrs. Charles Mr. and Mrs. Fred Elkins, and
PERSONAL
Mauldin of Long Beach, Miss., many of Mn. Helm's home town
Johnson won from Max Mc- bride-elect.
Knight, then took Eddie Crock- The bride's table was centered Mrs. Preston McNeill of Carteret friends.
ru ask just one favor of you
er, as C. D. Jones won a thriller with a replica of miniature mem- N. J., Mrs. Billy Bob )(skier of
Hickman always enjoys Nancy dear readers
bers
of
the
bridal
party
surroundTenn.,
City,
Mrs.
Tommy
Union
from Gilbert DeMyer. Jones had
and Neville when they take time If you like what you read
a three-hole lead with three to ed by garlands of spring flowei s. Yates of Washington, D. C., Mrs.
Please let Me know
IndiVidual
around
the
tables
Pete Oldham of Fulton, Mrs. off from their busy way of life
go, when DeMyer suddenly got
If you don't tell JO
to
come
and
visit
with
us.
rooms
featured
small
bouquets James Coward of Winston-Salem,
back in the ball game and took
I don't want to know!
two straight to go into the 18th and a miniature bride and groom. N. C. and Mrs. Neville Helm of
'AWAY
Among
the
forty
guests
who
London,
Conn,
New
1-down. Jones didn't give up
Mrs. J. A. Fisher, our publicComing and Going . . . Dub
easily and went on to the take attended was Mrs. C. M. HornsPaula June was presented with
the match on the final hble. Tom by, grandmother of the bride- a gift of china in her chosen health nurse has been vacation- Hale, V/FUL announcer was in
elect and Anna Mean, Miss
Mahan and Arch Huddleston had
pattern. Each guest initialed ing in Brighton and Memphis, Chattanooga last week-end to be
Hornsby's sister. Honors went to
best man in the wedding of his
the longest match of the 'meet,
kitchen towels and presented Tenn.
Mesdames Guy Hale, Riley Alfriend and schoolmate Jim Bush
having to call off the contest afthem
to
the
honoree.
We
certainly
have
missed
her
len and James Coward of Win....Jim and Dub attended the
ter le holes due to darkness and
The bride-elect chose a light smiling face. You know that feelston-Salem, N. C.
. .
Webb School together
rain, and then Mahan won 2-up
Miss Hornsby wore a pretty cotton dress fashioned with a por- ing you have when your doctor
on the second 18. Sparky Newton
trait neckline and a full skirt.
goes out of town — well that
won from Bubha Hale, then beat pink linen dress designed with
The hostess (your scribe) wore Is the way we feel with Mrs.
Ge To Church Saadi,
Tom Mahan 2-up, and in the a cumberbund and jacket. The an old dress and was happy she
hostesses received in white linen
semi-finals defeated C. D. Jones
dresses. Paula June was present- had it to wear.
thus reaching the finals.
ed a gift and a lovely corsage to
AND BREAKFAST, TOO
And let's don't forget the.complement her costume.
Miss
Frances Arnhem Mrs.
Ladies First Flight, where all
DINNER PARTY
George Helm and Mrs. Austin
kinds of close matches are being
Mr. and Mrs. Julius M. Falkoff Voorhees honored Paula June
played every day. The biggest upset Of the meet occurred when entertained with a dinner party with a breakfast on Friday at
Dorothy McKnight shot her best in their home for the popular the Grill in Union City, Tenn. An
arrangement of daisies banked a
game of the year to eliminate bride-elect and her fiance.
Pink and black were the colors wrought iron altar behind a doll
the tournament favorite, Maurine
Trees in the first round. Mrs. carried out in the dining-room. bride and groom. The honoree
McKnight then fell to Vivian A large snack boat filled with all was presented with a very useWilliamson in the next round. kinds of pantry goods from con- ful cook book.
Miss Hornsby wore a gray cotNell Newton won from Martha diments to clothes pins was the
Hornsby and Maree Bushart eked surprise awaiting the engaged ton dress fashioned with a full
out a close one with Jewell Myatt couple when they entered the skirt The neckline was bordered
and then found a tough competi- dining-room to be served. The in gray and white embroidery
tor in Joan Baird, but finally centerpiece was a gift from the and a gift corsage completed her
lovely costume. The breakfast
came out ahead on the final hole. host and hostess.
Bridge was enjoyed by the 24 was enjoyed by 25 guests.
Carolyn Hales defeated Bonnie
Voorhees and now meets Maree guests attending the shower-dinSUMMER GUESTS
Bushart, while Nell Newton plays ner party. Special guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hornsby,
Vivian Williamson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Helm
In the lower bracket Judy and Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Garri- were hosts at a buffet dinner in
Brady fell before Jane Fisher son, parents of the engaged honor of their son and daughterand Exie Hill (the gal who re- couple.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. `Neville
Miss Hornsby wore a trousseau Helm of New London, Conn.
cently shot herself into the first
frock
of
ivory provincial print.
foursome with a 49 on Ladies
The Helms and their two chilDay) defeated Joye Stokes_ Mrs. The hostess was gowned in black dren, George Neville and Nancy
Hill and Mrs. Fisher now play. and pink cotton dinner dress.
Kay were visiting Neville's parLouise Binford won from Helen
ents
who live on Mirror Lake
COKES
IN
THE MORNING
King, then defeated Ruby SawyMany of the summer visitors
- er. She now plays Mary DeMyer,
A morning coke party was a were there. Miss Paula June
who was the winner over Ruth courtesy to bride-elect Paula Hornsby and Harold Garrison
Scott
June Hornsby last week at the were special guests.
home of Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr.
Neville and Nancy left MonMargaret Hall took time out to Cokes and-party dips were ser- day for Walnut Ridge, Ark.

HOSPITAL NEWS
MAWS MEMORIAL:
Martha Smith, Water Valley;
Mrs. Era Mae Hedge. Dukedom;
Crutchfield;
W. P
Jeffrey',
Meade Rushing, Mayfield: Betty
Sue Butts. Martin; Pauline Hutchena, Beatrice Sheffer, Mn'.Opal
Yates. Lobie Harrison, Lucille
Yates. Mrs. Bernice Hawkins, W.
H. Dunning, Ruby Stuart, Marlon Phillips. Willie Speed, Miens Dean Ftoach. Dorothy Isbell
and Alice Dunn, colored, all of
Fulton.

The Lone Oak Club met at
the center, July 34 for the regular meeting with eight mem-,
bers iota one visitor present.
The meeting was called to orpresident. Song,
by the
der
-America". was list by Annalynn
Puckett Devotional was by Wilma Choate and prayer by Rule
Nelson The club creed was read
in unison, and announcements
followed. Roll call was answered
by "A Time Saving Sulif.estion"
Minutes of the last meeting were
read and approved. Old and new
business was discussed.
With the vice-president pre siding, the following reports were
given. Poultry by Fula Nelson,
Nutrition and Health by Ann a lynn Puckett and Home Management by Winnie Cur.ninghsm
Club members deinomitt tit Kg..
"Suggestion on how to Save 'lime.
Labor and Money." was ithen by
WInnie Cunningham
Brenda Bailey was Itt chai Kr
with &Finelyan
reerestion
of
Puckett winning the contest. The
hostess, Wilma Choate, served
refreshments of cookies and cold
drinks.

Legion Auxiliary
Sponsors Supper

The American Legion Auxiliary will sponsor on Ice Cream
Supper with homemade Ice
Cream and Cake, Friday night,
August 9. Serving will start at
6 p. m. at the Old Legion Lot
JONES HOSPITAL:
on Carr St.
The public is cordially invited •
Mrs Marred Vincent. Dukedom;
Arrington, Cayce;
Mrs. Tom
Grover Wright. Mrs. Harold Bills Mrs. McLeod Announces
and Mrs C. U. Conley of Ful- August Meetings
ton.
4, Club
Sylvan Shade Aug
rut:roti HOSPITAL:
House 1 30 p. m ; Bennett Aug
1:30 p. in,
Mrs. W C. Aensluty and Mrs I. Mrs. Van Latta
SutNina Lennox of Union City Mrs Western Aug. 11. Mit 0. L.
Creek Aug
Tom White. Rickman, Mrs Clyde ton I 30 p. m.; Raub
Robey, Martin; Bill Jordan, May- 13, Mrs Sam Austin Jones 1 30
field; J W Pillow. Clinton: Har- p. in. Brownville Aug. 14, Mrs
To.
old Shad Wick. Columbus, Luther Edward Partneter 10-)0 a
Valley; Durell Montgomery Aug 15, Mrs. Billy
Pickena, Water
Terrell, Mrs. R V. Putnam, Sr.. Helper 1 30 p m.; PalesUne Aug
2:00 p. in.
C. W. Burrow, Mrs. Floyd BardY. 16. Community House
Mrs Bobby Barclay and baby. Victory Aug 20. K. U Building
R I Taylor, B. B. Stephenson. 1 -30 p in, Hickman Nes. 21,
Mrs. Georgia P3ledge, Otp Mc- Club Room 130 p m.; Gaye*
Dade, Mrs Mike Try at,..1 Mrs Aug 22, Mrs (nay Johnson 2:00
p in.; Crutchfield Aug v. FulHenry Lawrence all of Fulton
ton Park 1 30 p m. Fulton Aug
---------U. Mrs. Robert Holland 1 30
p. in.
G• To Chards Sanaa,

PPLIANCE SALE
850
Pound Storage
Capacity
BEN HUR
HOME FREEZER
1712 Cu. Ft.
$29950

Don't miss these Week-end Bargains
SPECIAL LOT OF PRINTS

MENS WORK CLOTHING
Khaki
$3.49
PANTS
SHIRTS
*
and greys $2.98

* Regular 69c values
• Several patterns to choose

3 YARDS

$1.00

LADIES HALF SLIPS

12x16 DISH HAAS

• Sanforized cotton with
wide eyelet trim
* $1.98 values

Bigger Than Most 20's
Dane

Full Size

SPEED QUEEN
Wringer Washer
With Trade
$119.50

ELECTRIC RANGES
$189.50

* Slight irregulars
• Limit 5 to customer

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
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"Trade with Wade and Save"

INC.
Lake Street

Chure
Annot

See Wade ... He's Looking For A Trade

5c EACH

$1.49

Then

Fulton,

Ky.

LASE STREET

PHONE 103

FULTON, ICY.

Lake
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Church Of Christ
Announces Sermons

I met at
• the re;ht memresent.
id to orit. Bong,
Annalynn
, by Wilby Rue
was read
uncements
answered
agsestion"
.,,ttrig were
and new

Mount Hermon Revival
Begins On August 4
The Mount Hermon Christian
Church cordially invites the public to attend the revival services
beginning August 4th and continuing through August 11th.
Bro. C. H. Dudley, Minister, First
Christian Church, Leitt.nfieid,
Kentucky, will conduct the services meth evening at 7:45.
Bro. Dudley is well known in
this area for his outstanding work
with the Bardwell Christian
Church. He also conducted the
song servies doing the last two
revivals at Mt. Hermon Christian Church.
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Henry Davis Will
Preach Sunday
•

SUPERMARKET

Paul Rushing

CELLO

Countian Receives $300
For Losses To Dogs
State dog law administrator
Wayne Rhoads announced this
week that $25,146.60 will be paid
to claimants for liveetock losses
due to dogs during the last three
quarters of the 1956-57 fiscal
year, going to a total of 707 different claims in 87 counties.
A Fulton County farmer, whose
name was not made public, received the largest single claim
under the law, being paid $300.00.
Total payments to Fulton County claimants totaled $621.00.
Total payments to Graves
County claimants totaled $443.00,
and Hickman Countians were awarded $709.00:

Obion County ASC
Elections Underway
Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of
the Obion County ASC office,
today announced the dates of
pending ASC community committee elections. These elections,
he stated are held annually, to
allow farmers to elect from their
number a community ASC committee for each rural community in the United States.
He stated that ballots will be
mailed to every known eligible
farmer for his use in voting for
his choice of candidates. These
ballots must be mailed or returned in person on or before September 5 to the place designated.
S-DAY gnat SEASON
An eight-day deer shooting
season in Kentucky, beginning
Nov.. 23 and extending through
Nov. 30 has been announced by
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. The 27 Kentucky counties open for hunting
last year will be open this year.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Welch and
Mrs. 0. Hammontree from
Memphis spent last weekend
with Mrs. Charlie Payne who
returned to Memphis with them.

And then along comes Marjorie
Walker with a big cocoanut birthday cake, (my favorite) that she
ITS A BOY
had baked especially for me.
Mr. and Mrs. William Parker Now wasn't that the nicest birtharre.the proud parents of an eight day celebration you ever heard
pound, eight ounce, baby boy, of?
Willi= Randall. born July 23, at
11;13 a. m.. at Fulton Hospital.
It_was indeed and when Mrs.
Braswell at the Fulton Hospital
ITS A ROT
asked me how old I was and I
Mr. and Mrs Ray Lamb of told her 172, she said: "Why Jo,
Water Valley are the proud par- you don't look a day over 72,"
ents of a seven pound, four ounce That, rrly fren is what I call real
baby boy, Howard Keith, born diplomacy and a happy_birthday.
July 25, at 2:49 a. m. at Hawn
Memorial Hospital.
Anyhow I had two happy birthdays and they were so much fun
I think I'll start counting them
ITS A DOT
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Barclay again. For several years I just
of Fulton, Route 4, are the proud dispensed with the numbers, but
parents of a seven pound. three I think I'll start adding again...
ounce baby boy, born July 29, shucks ff • person NM have so
at 9:35 a. m. at Fulton Hospital. much fun at 43, think what will
happen at 73.
ITS A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Harrington
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a son, Tommie Gene, born
July 30 at 1:45 a. m. at Jones
Hospital. The baby weighed
New students planning to enter
seven pounds, three ounces.
the University of Kentucky in
September must submit an application to the Registrar's Office
not later than Aug. 15, according
to Dr. Charles F. Elton, dean of
7Tie first of eight 4-H and PTA admissions and registrar.
Registration schedule for the
district dairy shows will be staged at Mayfield August 12, Asst, fell term is as follows: Sept. taAgriculture Commissioner Mancil le, classification tests and physical examinations for all new stuJ. Vinson has announced.
Kentucky's General Assembly dents; Sept 19, registration of all
appropriated $11,000 as awards new freshmen; Sept. 19-21, registration of all other students
to participants in the shows.
They are sponsored by the according to an alphabetiail scheKentucky Agriculture Depart- dule; and Sept 23, classwork bement, the 4-H Club Department, gins.
University of Kentucky, and the
Kentucky Association of Future
Farmers of America.

UK Fall Semester
Begins September 16

Mayfield Dairy Show
Opens On August 12

New Egg Law Exempts
Farmers Selling Direct

Clearance Sale
on all

Summer Merchandise
Including
* Girls — Dresses, skirts, swim suits, etc
" Boys — Shirts, pants, other summer
clothing
Now underway at the

JACK and JILL SHOP
Fulton

Non-edible eggs are being eliminatedd't hrough compulsory
candling under Kentucky's new
egg law, which requires that eggs
of inferior quality be discarded
and specified that if eggs are being sold on a graded basis, U. S.
grading standards be complied
with.
Farmers selling eggs produced
from their own flocks and restaurants, hotels, and establishments using eggs in manufacturing are exempted from the law.
K. U. PRESIDENT
Floyd I. Fairman, vice president of Kentucky Utilities Company, was elected president of
the company Monday, July 22, by
the „koard of directors. R. M.
Watt, president since 1935, was
named chairman of the board
and chief executive officer.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Terry
and son, Rudy, of Savannah, Ga.,
arrived Saturday evening to be
the guests of their parents, ?dr.
and Mrs. Norman Terry.

LB.

FRANKS 49c
HICKORY - SMOKED
BAR-B-CUE
EL

NORWOOD — SLICED LB.

BACON 69c
2 PKG.
LARGE

Carlin Must

Bro. Henry Davis, a former
deacon of the South Fulton Baptist Church, will conduct both
services this Sunday at the
South Fulton Baptist Church in
the absence of Bro. Hart.
Since he left here several
months ago, Bro. Davis has been
preaching in several churches.
All his friends are invited to hear
him Sunday, August 4th.

Lake Street

TOTE EM

DEATHS

Next Sunday at 9 and 10:50
a. m. Mr. Oliver Cunningham,
minister for te Central Church of
Christ will speak on the subject, "Jesus Christ and His
Crucified". On August Ilth the
sermon subject will be "The
Liquor Problem" and on August
18t the subject will be "Divine
Heeling."
The total enrollment in the
Vacation Bible School at the Central Church of Christ was 260. 28
teachers were used and 31 attend the High School class.

lent preions were
a Nelson,
by Anname Maneningharn.
wise-anon
eve 'nine,
given by

NOTICE
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
Please notify TH56 NEWS
promptly when your address has
lison changed er is going 4o be
&Mood. The Pout Office Departnow charges us 5c per
paper when the address Is not
Directly given and the paper
Paul Rushing of Ruthville died
suddenly at his home Sunday is not deliverable at address
linied en It.
night at 7:30. He was 50.
Owing to this Increase, we are
Mr Rushing., a farmer, was now
obliged to suspend anr-subburn near Pilot Oak, Ky., on
scrtption for which we are adAug. 1, 1906. He 'was the son of
vised our current address is net
John and Myrtle Stubblefield
eorrect. In other words, if you
Rushing.
Mould move to a new address
He was k member of the Bap- and fail to notify us, and the
tist Church at Pilot Oak.
PoM 011ie cannot provide it for
Mr. Rushing leaves his wife, us, we will suspend your
paper
Mrs. Annie Mae Rushing; a son, after receiving the first notice of
Paul Wayne Rushing, at home; am-delivery. Your subscription
two step-sons, Jimmie Dale and will of course be resumed for the
Kenneth Rushing, at home; a full number of remaining Issues
step-daughter, Anna Belle Rush- you have paid for, when the now
ing, at home; four brothers, addresh is given us.
Charlie Rushing of Pilot Oak,
In order not to miss an Woe
Jack Rushing of Fulton, John . . . remember to keep us inRushing Jr., of Nashville, and formed of your correct address
Steve Rushing of New Jersey; at all times:
four sistrs, Mrs. Paul Redman
—The Editors
of Nashvilee, Mrs. Pete Chambers of Dukeflom, Mrs. H. M.
Parham of Chicago and Mrs. NOTEBOOK—
Continued from page One
George Duty of Chicago.
Services were held Wednesday Bowden at the station dedicating
afternoon at 2, at the. Pilot Oak Anniversary Waltz to the Morgan
Baptist Church. The Rev. Ray Davidsons on their 55th wedding
Fleming, pastor of the church, anniversary. It was a most pleaofficiated. Burial, under direction sant and a very happy afternoon.
of Jackson Brothers Funeral
Well, on Wednesday I thought
Home, was in Pinegar Cemetery,
the birthday celebration was over
east of Dukedom.
but I was wrong. I got back into
.the studio to broadcast my program at nine-thirty and Gene
Gardner and I were broadcasting
Services were held Saturday away as we usually do every
afternoon at 3, at the Whitnel morning. I had selected my music
Funeral Home chapel, for the for the day and when comes thne
still-born infant of Mr. and Mrs. to air a song, I always say: "And
Bobby Glynn Curtin. The Rev. now Gene, let's play
"But
B. F. Haynie of Jackson, Miss. of- Wednesday morning it was difficiated. Burial was in the Oak- ferent.
wood Cemetery near Clinton_
The infant was named Sebrins
When I asked Gene to play a
Ann. The mother is the former Perry Como selection I sat back
Virginia Ruth Stacy.
to enjoy the music and all of a
sudden here comes the prettiest
happy birthday music you ever
heard. But more than that, all
the gang who was on hand gathered in the control room to sing
their own happy birthday song.
And then Kelly Lowe, good ole
Kelly, spoke for them when he
said: "Happy birthday to our
close friend and our boss, Jo."

MAYONNAISE :AZ' qt. 59c
STOKLEY FRUIT COCKTAIL N.23c
PICKLES MI' 25c PINT
SWEET
19c
EVAPORATED APPLES 8OZ. 27c
SLICED APPLES Lair No. 2
23c
T 11 A 7241 33c VINEES 9c
CHUMS
MACKEREL
NO. 1
altOU NO. 1
15c
DIXIE
P.
CRACKERS RFT
1 LB.
23c
LOG CABIN SYRUP 24 oz.
49c
PANCAKE FLOUR %LAT 16 cPz. 19c
a
11YST
IP 41c WEDDINGSinaU
0 A T S QUAKER
l9C
PINTO BEANS rK°Gz: 67c flg: 25c
PICKLES STOKELY JUICE
i
fn_

PKG.

1.19

CHINESE

TadY
Foods
Hamburger Sliced, Cross
CHOW MEIN NOODLE
lk Cut
DilL Kosher DilL
CHICKEN CROW MEIN
4k Sour, Candied Chips.
VEGETABLE CHOW MEIN 39c Hat Dog and Pickle
Relish
Mushroom Noodle 49c
CHICKEN
MEATLESS CHOW MEIN WITH
39c 4 oz.
MUSHROOM NOODLES
BEEF CHOP SUET
47c JAR
Ps4paacgahreotntii
Pkg.

PINEAPPLE
46 oz.
GRAPE BASE =
1
1;
6ea
COFFEE FLAVORED
INSTANT POSTUM

TOMATO JUICE
OC PING

14c
37c
18 os.. Old)
Southern JUL;

BUSH'S

FRENCH
DRESSING
PT.
CHEESE SPREAD 5
ITALIAN
DRESSING
8 oz.
MALTED MILK
CHEESE
ROQUEFORT
3 oz.

39c

OZ.

4 oz.

3
8erKLEY
PINEAPPLE
46 on
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

2 23c j Spaghetti Sauce
RED CROSS
MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT COFFEE

KRAFT

29c
15c
39c

$1.29
TENDER

BUSB P U"Y
Vegetables
NI X
SHELLIE
303
2
29c
BEANS
cans
KECO 1 lb. 39c
LUCKY LADY ASPARAGUS :IP
21c
Mexician
303
BEANS 2 canS 25c
Style
2 LB.
25c
3
1E. HOMINY
MEAL
Clinch River
i) CANS
2 LB.
25c
Green Beans
& 303

31c FLOUR

21c

c3a2

3 LB.
HUMKO -THE PURE SHORTENING
TINS
69c
NIAGARA
RICELAND
CLOVERLEAF
KARO
STARCH
RICE
INSTANT MILK
23c 2 lb. 29c 934 oz. 25c
63c 12 oz.
5th.
KENLIATION1)
F:(':gD No. 117c SCOTT'S .Ftscstt 200 ct. 13c
CARTRIDGES 22's 'at 77c LONGS 69c SHORTS 53c
IVORY SNOW lg. 34cIVORY SOAP 3s29c
IVORY SOAP 2=E31cSPICand SPAN
28c
LAVA
COMET
DREFT
JOY
41c 2 BEG. 43c
LARGE
33c 2 BEG- 23c REG.
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1CFVS
CHANNEL —11
Awes' 1 — August 7

7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

Federal 11012
West Point
Destiny
Undercurrent
Pantornine Quiz
0. Henry Playhouse
Jim Bowie
News & Weather

Thermay
6:45
1:55
7:00
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:30
0030
10:15
t0:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00
9:30
0:30
'1:00
410

Priday
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
-we
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret- Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
The Little Rascals
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Sunny ?minis'
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
Mr. Adams & Eve

":01
.•7711

Hearing Aid Batteries.
iiiiiit
Complete Liar
Ver. all makes of bearing aidal
VIM an Hearing' Aid Departat your that oppertaualty.

crrt

DRUG CO.
Phone 70

illi Lake Street

'X*
1111

THE hIACIA6
kiremq1C
• wASHER
ilee a.

,Ares. Gown paymeatibi,flak
sal Easy Terns

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Palms
SIT

From

The

III

TELEPHONE FOULS

Saturday

Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangagroo
Morning News
Barry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Liglit
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up 13e Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Btg Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
The Little Rascals
Sheens, Queen of Jungle
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Annie Oakley
Waterfront
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Climax
The Silent Service
Channel 12 Theatre
News AC Weather

6:45
8:55
700
7:45
8:00
9:30
!0:00
.0:15
0:30
0:45
100
110
1:30
2:00
2:30
2:45
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
1:45
4:00
5:00
5:30
3:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00

News

Photogenic Gaspe Peninsula

Wile

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE
Chairs
Gliders
Tables
• • .
Easy Terms;

7:30
8:30
9:00
9.30
10:00
11:00
11:43
11:55

Captain Kangaroo
Looking Fos Knowledge
Susan's Show
It's A Hit
Big Top
Western Roundup
Dizzy Dean Show
Game of the Week
ladians vs Yanks
4:00 Hollywood'Aligatinee
5:30 Sheena, Queen of Jungle
6:00 The Three Musketeers
6:30 Soldiers of Fortune
7:00 Gale Storm Show
7:30 S.R.O. Playhouse
8:00 Jimmy Durante
8:30 Two For The Money
0:00 Gimamohe
9:30 Grunch & Des
10:00 Lawrence Welk Show
11:00 Channel 13 Theatre
12:00 News & Weather

nog*. Ceeirftio Camas% Neasesi Roats.sy.,

Philters Ikon sU 411 ot the United States mad amatises foreign countries
will out and photograph this eye-appealing seen this assoner. It I. the tip
at Gasps Peninsula of Quebec Province. Tiss glen& rock tornados at
the left of center is fabulous Peres Rock, white lit the background in
Hosaventwe Island. the world's largest sanctuary for the gannet, a rare
sea.
wa fowL

Duds,
Larsp Unto My Feet
Look Up and Live
Eye On New York
Camera Three
Let's Take A Trip
Man To Man
The Living Word
Heckle & Jeckle
Wild Bill Hickok
What 1 Person Can Do
R. F. D.
A. A. U Swimming dr
Diving
3:00 This Is The Life'
3:30 This Is Your Music
4:00 Face The Nation
4:30 World News Roundup
800 The Last Word
530 You Are There
6:00 Telephone Time
6:30 My Favorite Husband
7:00 G. E. Theatre \
7:30 Hitchtock Presents
8:00 $64,000 Challenge
8:30 Count of Monte Cristo
900 Ed Sullivan
10:00 Captain David Grief
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
1130 News & Weather

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:20
10:45
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00

• NEW HOPE NEWS

Monday
6:45
6:55
7:00
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
1130
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
400
5:00
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:30

Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Seasch For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Sunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
The Whiting Girls
Richard Diamond
'Burns & Allen
Talent Soouts
Dr. Hudson's Journal
Man Called X
State Trooper
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

NUL Maser Wahine •

WPSD 7 TV
DAILY (lles. Ulm Fri.)

Mrs. Mary Wynn and dater,
Mrs. levet Smith. visited Mrs.
Roselle Smith several days um
week.
Mr. arid Mrs. Virgil rek-Clannaban visited Me. and Mrs. Elmer
Walston Thursday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Uhlir
and children, Charlean, David and
Charles Jr. of Rockford, Ill, are
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Walston, for several days.
Saturday night guest In the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams was Mrs. Hattie Nall of
Clinton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pittman
of Fulton. and son, Denton, and
wife and daughters, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Pit tman of Akron. Ohio,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Pittman
find family of Mayfield and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Pittman and
children of Fulton visited, their
mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Rachel Pittman, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs LeroN Latta visl
ited her brother, Jimmy Pittman.
and his family Friday night.
Mr. Roy Jackson of East St.
Louis spent the weekend with
his sisters, Meg Della Nall and
Mrs. Rupert Latta. and Mr. Latta,.

Tuesday
6:45 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:00 Godfrey Time
9:15 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Lave of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 Guiding Light
11:00 'Walter Cronkite News
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:30 House Party
12:45 This Is Your Music
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter Day
2:15 Secret Storms
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
3:45 Home de Market
4:00 Cowboy Corral
5:00 Superman

10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:30
1:00
2:00
2:45
3:00
3:30
4:30
4:40
450

Tic Tac Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
Club 60
Bride and Groom
NBC Matinee
Queen foe a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports
THURSDAY
August I — Amend 7

5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10.30

FRIDAY
Cartoon*
Helen O'Connell
NBC News
Blondie
Life of Riley
The Hunter
Passport to Danger
Cavalcade of Sports
Red Barber
Date With Angels
Outdoor Reporter
News

5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:45
9:06
9:30
9:45

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

HARRIS HOTELS

NEW YORK

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

•N
Como
Charles
beauty
R. E.
Friday
Miss
weekend

Without milk, to get the adult
requirement for calcium alone, •
person might have to set, besides
the usual egg meat, bawl, butter and cereal, about 30 servings
of vegetables and fruits • day
Giant strawberries and blackberries from South America may
be used to breed into our present commerical lines.
the writer of our column each
week. Well, she's on the waiting
list, as Mr. Stork will be masher
to see her sometime in August.
Congratulations, Carma Lee, and
hurry back to work.

(Starts
Ray 11

PA'

DUTCH MILL MOTEL

I

Gene Autry
Helen O'Connell
NBC News
Curly Cole
The Christopher's
American Legend
My Hero
This Is Your Life
Badge 714
Million $ Movie
News

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types at trimmessi

SAVE ! GET our

.*4-€ 11111--46L9 BISMA-REX
IS 3 TIMES MORE EFFECTIVE
FOR ACID -UPSET STOMACH
than 3 of the products most often taken
Dramatic laboratory tests
have shown that Bismo-Res
neutralises 3 times More
stomach acid than the top
performer of 3 of the other
leading bronds tested.
And its action continues
for hours tonged

*moo

Choose the right
remedy — choose
Bissisa-Rex for
the relief of
Acid-upset Stomach

lesiel A
Aleverelteed
le. thee%
SO -I.

Mend

Orseell C

gel.
250 ..l.

130 ed.

lesel

• All Nehrtl le Nemo el Ne,,.
eerreel keelneehlorle sold

89c
"
1010 ONLY Al

62req OPUS mats

PACKAGE DEAL
•Tovertag everything°
422 Lake St.
Fulton. Ky.

EVANS DRUG STORE

ramie 411

Lake St.

"The Rexall Store"
Phones
Fulton

95, 745

4

CO

Comrort • Convenience • beauty.,
and Kentucky 4-lospitality

Lodges - Cottages• Dining
.97re .Parks belong to tke people of
SmAy
tucky
prvmote

130 fa IASI 01 DIPOADwAy
eN.•
400 IN* teems

rstIvissom
All- CO NOITIONID
Other Norris Nedris
CINCINNATI, hiefrefe/e iresehrey

To make • banana, milkshake.
mash a ripe banana add one cup
of inUlt and a scoop of ice ci earn.
Blend thoroughly with a beater.
blender or mixer, and serve in a
tall frosted glass

Fishing, Swimming, Boating , C3olc,
Tennis,+4orseback-riding,Camping & fliking.

4

DAYTON V-BELTS

Roy Rogers
Williams-Valli Show
NBC News
Laymen's Witness
Hamilton Brothers
Overseas Adventure
Meet McGraw
Nat "King" Cole
Million $ Movie
News
, WEDNESDAY

Gene Autry
Williams—Valli
NBC News
Best of Groucho
Star and Story
Whirlybirds
High-Low
Million $ Movie
News

5:00
5:30
3:43
600
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
1000

Immediato Delivery
We have complete stocks

Roy Rogers
Georgia Gibbs
NBC News
This is the Life
Cross Current
Ray Smith Band
You've probably `ven wonderMillion $ Movie
ing what has happened to Csie Lawernce Welk' Tunes and ma Lee Jackson, who has been
Talents
10:15 News
5:00
5:30
5.45
11:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

FARM AND MOMS Nor's
Average oonsumpUon oi los
crew by Americana in 1966 wee
slightly more than HI pounds. In
contrast to 1 %es pounds in 1911
in early days of commercial ice
cream production

TUESDAY

ANDREWS
Jewelry Compeny

FINE
szlIkl

MONDAY

3:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
8:15
6.30
700
8:00
8:30
10:00

Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Sunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Name That Tune
SATURDAY
Phil Silvers
11:45 4-H Program
Spotlight Playhouse
12:15 Durocher Show
$64,000 Question
12:25 Major League Baseball
Spike JiMell chow
Milwaukee vs Brooklyn
To Tell The Truth
Private Secretary
3:30 Fury
Star Showcase
4:00 Western Theatre
Channel 12 Theatre
5:00 Cartoons
News dr Weather
5:30 People Are Funny
6:00 Julius La Rosa
Wednesday
7:00 Drama Unlimited
8:45 Morning News
7:30 Dollar a Second
6:55 Today's Weather
8:00 Encore Theatre
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:30 Adventure Theatre
7:45 Morning News
9:00 Lawrence Welk
8:00 Gam Moore Show
10:00 Studio Wrestling
8:30 Morning Meditation
8:45 Godfrey Time
SUNDAY
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
1:00 This is the Answer
10:15 Love of Life
1:30 Mr. Wizard
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
2:00 American Forum
10:45 Guiding Light
2:30 Zoo Parade
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
3:00 Frontiers of Faith
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
3:30 Outlook
11:30 As The World Turns
4:00 Meet the Press
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
4:30 Cowboy Theatre
Music
Your
Is
This
12:30
5:30 The Way
12:45 Nouse Party
8:00 Steve Allen
1:00 The Big Payoff
7:00 Willy
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
7:30 Racket Squad
2:00 Brighter Day
8:00 The Webb
2:15 Secret Storm
8:30 Million $ Movie
Night
of
246 Edge
10:15 News
3:00 Jimmy "Dean Show
3:45 Cartoon Capers
4:15 Cowboy Corral
Accurate
•
5:30 Cisco Kid
WORKMANSHIP
6:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
At Low Cost
6:15 Douglas Edwards
Watches. Clocks and Time
Flicks
6:30 My Friend
Piens of All Wads Less7:00 The Millionaire
rately Repaired at Low Oast
7:30 I've Got A Secret
by—
8:00 20th Century Fox Hour
9:00 Vic Da mone Show
10:00 Stage Seven
10:30 Key Club Playhouse
11:00 News & Weather

5:30
5:40
5:50
600
6705
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:06
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:80
11:30

First of all, we'd like to extend our deepest sympathy to
Prances McCollum in the death
of her uncle. Mr. Wyatt Graves,
of Kenton, Tenn.
Hellen Allen enjoyed a pleasant
weekend in Evansville. Ind. She
went there to meet her husband,
Wilburn, and to ahoy him the
way back to Fulton. as if he
didn't know.
This seems to be the Cline of
year everyone enjoys. It Is the
time for swimming, sun-bathing
and fishing. Right now I'm thinking of one particular time when
same of our bathing beauties enjoyed • day at Fteelfoot Lake a
few weeks ago. They were ter-

Prances
Mary
Forrest,
ginia
Roberts, Janie Barber, June McKinney, Helen Campbell, Mary
Ann Williams, IffIrta Yates, and
Mrs Don Taylor (Mrs. Taylor
Is with the Jewell Myatt Beauty
Shop'. The next day our chief
Hastings,
operator, 'Mrs. Lila
thought she had • tribe of Indians working for her, only MOOT
of them weren't able for a war
dance.
Mrs Charles Ray
Mr. and
Brown and Mr and Mrs James
Paul Campbell spent a pleasant
afternoon Sunday at Magnolia
Beach soaking up some of the
sun, and while they were looking
over the hundreds Of people
there, they spied none other than
Mr and Mrs. Paul Hensler. They
seemed to have been enjoying
themselves also Paul is from our
Plant Dept.
Saturday Slight was a pretty
big night for some of our office
girls and husbands and friends.
Those who helped to make the
night more fun-filling were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Roy. Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Owensby, Mr. and
Mrs Ray Terrell, )fr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Terrell. Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmer Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Barber, Wayne Grimace,
June McKinney, Neil Rawls and
Bill Rogers. They enjoyed • delicious meal at English's dining
room at Reelfoot Lake Girls,
that's no way to reduce.

Kemp*, Loa*

MIAMI SEACM, Sowervigio
leOTEl AtIPT.01001111. fkoelweerN, 05/6
()VICHY,feel Wept* NOW
Prooleleee
AMOY MOM
AMU'N. pallifoAtA14, Ms••0•00 CHreehof COMMOUS, 501610•UNIOnal

tre...1.. OnIMO
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OIVIZION OF PARKS
FRA*NOC.FORT KY.
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milkshake.
Id one cup
Ice ea eam.
• beater,
Nerve in a

the adult
alone, •
at, besides
read, but10 servings
4 a day

ad blackerica may
our pre-

unn each
C waiting
ooming
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Glee r of Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams.
Mrs. Ed Wolberton • Mr. Sam Austin and Mr. Othel
Slayden vialted Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Eilayden Sunday- afternoon.
Congratulations
Miss
Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Henry dams and
Charles Herring on winning the
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Bard visbeauty contest at the annual
ited Mr. and Mrs. Jobe Eimith
meeting at Hiciquan
R. E. A
of Cayce Sunday afternoon.
Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond StallMiss Judy Wolberton spent the ins and Mrs. Borne SWIM/ visweekend with Miss Mary Beth ited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Slayden
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. T. D. Butts is spending
this week with tor daughter,
Mrs. C. E Wolberton, and family.
Miss Jane Austin spent Monday Went with Mrs. Billy SlayFaltaa-Union City Highway
dam.

•News Around The Y
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Pson Dills

Joyce Taylor 0

Stick To Your Boat
11.111111sma....4—

•IL

STARLITE
DRIVE-Li THEATRE

THUR8-11111-SAT-SUN-MON
August 1-5-3-4-5
(Starts at 740)
(Starts Saturday at 7:40 & 10:55)
THREE BRAVE SUN
Ernest Borgnine
Ray Mllland
also
SIR= SHOWING IN
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts at 9:10)

NSWS AROUND TM: "Y"
a

LAST WELK
Mr and Mrs. Joe Phillips and
son, Bobby, left Wednesday Morning for their home in Orange.
Calif after spending the week
with her father, Mr. Cleveland
Bard. and Mrs. Bard

Mr. S. P. Jeffress, Mr. and Mrs
AIWn Jetfree. and Miss Judy
Wolberton spent the weekend Ill
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald White of Marlette Georgia
Miss Patricia Jeffteas returned
home with them after spending
the White
TURS-WID-THUR., AUG. 1. 7, $ the last three weeka in
home Znroute to Georgia, they
(Starts at 7:30)
made a sight seeing tour of
GUN FOE A COWARD
larokout Mountain.
With Fred Machturray
also
Butch Workman Is visiting his
(Starts at 9:15)
grandmother, Mrs. Dave Hughes
FIRST RUN IN
and his uncle. Mr. Cleorge B.
Hughes of San Antonio, Texas.
UNION CITY AREA
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Phillips lined
son, Bobby, Mr Cleveland Bard
and Mims Judy Wolberton spent
Monday In Murray, Ky and at
Kentucky lake.
Mr and Mrs George Gordon.
Mr. and Mrs. Will D Patrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Austin and

DOUBLE FEATURE
— PROGRAM —
Friday & Saturday
Nw kind ot &we

12:
64
asenforl

"ME UMW
LADY"
Starring
Richard Denning
Patricia Medina
— ALSO ADDED —
THE WHALERS (Cartoon)
STAGE FREIGHTS
(comedy) ! !

SUNDAY - MONDAY & TUESDAY

RANG IN E-TOWN
Jenny Lind appeared in ElizaMrs. Marion Milan • bethtown, April 5, 1851, and sang
to the townspeople from the
stone steps of the Aunt Beck
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover
Hill's Inn, now the Brown-Pusey
gave a dinner in their home last
Community House.
Sunday honoring their son who
was married last Saturday. Those
Operation of farm machinery
present were as follows: Mrs. causes about a
third of farm aeKenneth A. Keel and son, Mr. eidental
deaths; next in order
and Mrs. Coy Harrison, Mr. and are drownings,
firearms, falls, anMrs. Harold Wiggins and daugh- imals and burns.
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Floyd,
Mr. and Mrs. Jones Glover and
The food industry, from growson. Mr. and Mrs. Marion Mil- er to retailer,
has about 8,000
am , Mrs. Ethel Calhoon, Mrs. additional customers
to feed each
Ottani Burk, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. day at the current
rate of populWilliams and son, Mrs. Jennie ation
increase.
Glover, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Glover and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover The day_ was en- that a friend of mine in Otis,home City was a subscriber to
joyed by all.
this paper. "Hello" to Mrs. Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Beecher linch
Knighton Jones, formerly of Fuland family visited Mr. and Mrs.
ton.
EY.
Letcher Watkins of Crutchfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Wade spent
Ky. last Sunday.
the weekend with Mr. eind Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Melton and Howard Adams of Sharon, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Melton atWill be seeing you, folks.
tended church at Dukedom Methodist Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Foster of
New Jersey are home visiting relatives and friends. They visited
In the home of Mr. and Mrs.
on 51 — 3 miles North of Fulton
Hester Bennett Monday and Wednesday of last week. Mrs. Bell
Adults 4k — Kids FREE
McClure and Mrs. Velma Wright Open Nitely except Thursday
of Wingo were also visitors in
FlIL & SAT.
the Bennett home.
Piper Laurie
Misses Bonnie Bennett, Brenda Tony Curtis
"JOHNNY DARK"
and Darlene and Miss Allie Mae
(in color)
Wall were Sunday chimer guests

•MT. MORIAH
the

Don't swim away from your boat or canoe if It upsets Use
It aa a life preserver. It floats, even when filled with water.
You'll have more fun and be safer in small watercraft if
you know how to swim and how to handle the craft. Join a
Red Cross swimming clam. You can't think of a better sport
to save your life.

The ampere are fine and
corn looks good even if it is late.
Randal Carr returned to his
home in Lone Oak a few days
ago after a visit here with his
grandparents.
Mrs. A. A. McGuire called on
Mesdames Ira Raines and Totsie
Webb Saturday night.
The revival is now in progress
at the Good Spring Presbyterian
Church south-east of Dukedom.
Reviver' is also in progress at
the Poyners Chapel Methodist
Church north of here.
Susan Crittenden of Manleyvile was the Ihmday guest of LaDonna Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
spent the afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Morgan recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
of Lone Oak were guests of her
dad and sister, W. L. Rowland
and Allie.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House spent
one day last week with their son
and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Boaz
House.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr. and
MM. D. Yates, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Carr, Mrs. Pauline Carr
and Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Taylor
and Joyce from Bethlehem attended quarterly conference at
Dukedom Sunday.
Mr. J. In Finley remains in the
hospital in Mayfield but hopes
he will be able to go home in a
few days.
Most of the one that attended prayer service at Bethlehem
Sunday visited in the Bill Matthews home after prayer meeting
was over and enjoyed a social
hour together.

Reba Faye and Tommy Simpson have returned to their home
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • In Chicago after a visit to their
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Simpson.
Two ball games were played by
Bro. Bill Bowen from Wingo
the local baseball team. A game
will
do the preaching at the New
diamond
was won on the local
Hope revivaj beginning with the
Saturday afternoon when they
service Monday night.
played against Sedalia. The local
Mrs. J. T. Brundige received
Sunday
lost the game
team
afternoon at Rives. Several fans word of the sudden death of her
Williamwent to Rives Sunday afternoon stepbrother, Raymond
son. Saturday. He had lived in
from this community.
Detroit for several years. He was
Durell TerreU Is improving at
NAME CHANGED
brought back to Martin for funsurgery
Hospital
after
Fulton
the
eral services which were held
Russellville,
founded in 1790,
last week.
Wednesday
was first called Big Boiling
Mrs. Welma Jones from PadMr. and Mrs. Hobert Beale of Spring. The name was changed
ucah spent last week with homeMemphis spent the weekend with to honor Gen. William Russell,
folks.
an officer of the Revolutionary
Mrs Cm Griffin continues to hornefolks.
Mr. Paul Rushing who has lived Army.
Improve.
laet
Mr and Mrs. Avery Outhrie of at the Jim Burke farm the
heart atIN WIFE'S HONOR
Akron. Ohio, Charles Etheridge year suffered a fatal
Funeral
evening.
Sunday
tack
and
Mrs. Wile
Etheridge
of
In 1793 Col. Andrew Hynes
Oak with
Gleason. Mrs. May Crawford of services were at Pilot
Cemetery. had a town plat made of his land
Pinestar
the
at
burial
Memphis, Mrs. Ruth Cornelius
in Hardin County and named it
and Mr. John Wilson of MiddleBible School Elizabethtown in honor of his
Remember the
ton visited Mr. and Mrs Ches and gospel meeting at Oak Grove wife.
Morrison and Mrs. Zm Griffin beginning with the eleven o'clock
Sunday.
service Sunday, August 4. The
Mr. R. E. Tenor is improving Bible School will be eh day the
ag, the Fulton Hospital after be- following week from 9.30 to 11:30
ing very sick last week.
a. m. and services each evening
Mn. Bettie Robey Is unimprov- at 7:48.
ed. Her condition seems to be
getting worse.
NEW TRAFFIC V-P
Mrs Jean K. Meek and childThe September 1 retirement of
ren from Nashville are visiting
Robert A. Trcrvillion and elecher parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. Z.
tion of Ernest J. Carr to succeed
Taylor.
him as trance vice-president of
the Illinois Central Railroad were
baby visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy announced this week by PresiSlay-den Sunday afternoon.
dent Wayne A. Johnston.

•CHESTNUT GLADE

NORTH FULTON
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

of Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin King of
Fulton visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roach Sunwniinu
day afternoon.
Miss Sherry Wade visited Miss
Sunday.
Patsy
Mrs. Harold Phipps and children, Mr. and Mrs. Max Miller
and Steve of Woodland Mills,
Teen. were Sunday visitors of
Mrs. Violet William
Billy Williams visited with Mr.
and Mrs. Marion Milan Saturday
Bobby Williams,, the son of
Mrs. Violet Williams, has arrived
home from the National Guard.
Don't forget the revival is hi
at
the
Mt. Marlah
progress
Church this week. Make plow to
attend and you will receive a
blessing and be proud you came.
I was glad to hear Saturday

PLUS
"THE INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING MAN"
SUN. & MON
"HOT ROD criltir
plus
"GIRLS IN PRISON"
TUES. & WED.
FAMILY BARGAIN NITRE
75e A CARLOAD
Jane Russell
MONTANA BELLE
m Color
COMING
FRI-SAT., AUG. 11-111
RED SKELTON in
PUBLIC PIGEON NO. 1
plus
Lex Barker
TARZAN'S REDDEN JUNGLE

798

5 B-I-G DAYS
STARTING
FRIDAY!

There's only one
Marilyn Monroe
but there
isn't one
Marilyn
Monro%

4

LEWIS'

pictule

at his sensational
best.,. a teen-age
terror who scares
nobody but himself
as

that

teases
and
ickles
ike

Som•
COurerr‘ey•
have
a mode&

co
F.vevretin-qa.

arilyn
Monroe
Laurence

Olivier

litmat
DruNQual
MEN Kkvirmaria
NO.
MeMA0011
aaaa, ROGTRT(VCRS • ROA4Ct

Amami *COW Waligi
P.4.10*JEW/LAVIS
A Ribrernou04( P.M,.
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START WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7
RAW VIOUNCE...SAYAGE FURY! niion staid o so atm
s rd
FLESH.

The
Prince
and
the
Showgirl

IttiontotOs* • Presented by WARNER BROS. • Sc,... Play by Terence Religion
Prettied end netted by Laurence Olivier •!mulles Producer Mitten N. Greene
A film by ORM* MONROE Productions, Inc sod 1.0.P. Ltd.

Plus — LATEST NEWS EVENTS!

vo)

MORE FLAVOR, mostly.
MORE TASTE in the bottom
_half of your highball...CABIN
&rues 91 proof doesn't fold at
the melting of an ice cube.
MORE CHARACTER, put
there the hard, slow, sour
mash way. And less water.

the SPUR •
TrilirPri John AGAR
A NY PRODUCTION • AN AMIRICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

AND
ptaidosi said Tediar 11-ii a mosso land et wild disodial

NAKED
ARADISE
COLOR
WIDE VISION

RICHARD DENNING-BEVERLY GARLAND Lisa Monte!!
A Sweat Production•An American Internagortal Picture

Distilled and Bottled by STITZ111...WILLER DISTILLIRT
Isteb.
Kentucky, 11149

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
ALL KINDS Of KEYS male
whils You wait. Forresten
Shoe Shop, 204 Mahn.

NEW FALL

COLDEST

BARGAINS: Gibson 1-ton aireconditioner unit thermatistic
control $189.95. Burnett.
Tractor Co. 4th St. Fulton.
Woolens, 45 and 60 inches

FABRICS

MOHAWK CARPET

JUST ARRIVED!
NEW 1957
WALLPAPERS!
•
•

CASHION'S

BE

IN TOWN!

Speciahzee

Lake Street Liquor Store

Over 400 patterns in stock.
Also see our special order
books!

Service

CALL 559

EXCHANGE

Across from

-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Coca-Cela Plant
WALL-TO-WALL
Sharpened and Balanced
New fall Bates and pampered
-All Engines Repaired
OR ROOM SIZE
cottons
98c yd
-Authorized Clinton Service
Call us to estimate your job!
-Clinton &wines and Parts
linoleum,
aspWe also install
(We have a new line of fancy
-Factory Trained Mechanics
halt tile, rubber ti1 and plastic
trimmings for your fall sewing).
-11rompt Efficient Service
La.
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
-All Work Guaranteed
COMBINATION WASHER
--Also Electric Motors
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS -Wiring, Refrigeration.
and Furniture Company
Appliance, Repair.
AIR CONDITIONERS
306 Lake Street
Phone 1
Commercial Avenue
-Free Engine Examination
'MADE• NOW
wide

$1.98 up

FURNITURE
Church St.

World's Finest Quality
Zenith T V
Repair Service

ROPER'S TV SERVICE
St.
Phone 307
Authorized Zenith Dealer

Main

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE
Mayfield Hlway

GARAGE SERVICE

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Company

Fulton

for a
Farm

Loyd Bone's Transfer
Local and long dmance moving;

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1556

Union City

(Complete stock)
NOW is the time to get your Good selection of records
Typewriter and Adding Macon LP and 45 rpm
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Mail
orders-Special orders
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com- BUY W. L. Douglas shoes
in
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutFulton at Forrester's Shoe
fitters, Phone 674.
Shop.

Kentucky Lake

CATFISH
----

daily

----

HOGG'S

HAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
plumbing needs? See our huge
stocks of kitchen and bathroom fixtures; newest styles,
colors; prices to fit your pocketbook. Open anytime, day
or night at 909 Arch Street.
'We carry parts and materi- COST OF
THINGS going up fastals." Campbell's Plumbing
ter than your income? Yqu can
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
make more full or part time
as a Rawleigh Dealer in City
HOME furnishings: Poster bedof Fulton. Write for full partiroom suites at bargain prices;
culars. Rawleigh's, Qept. KYGone extra-nice china cabinet
1071-RII, Freeport, Ill.
$35.06; old-tyie wardrobe, extra-nice, $22.50; Maytag washers, vrringertype and automatic
at bargain priCes; nice breakfast room suites $24.95; dining
room suite $42.50; bunk bed 1-17-Inch used Phlleo Console
complete with mattresses
TV
$119.95; real nice dresser $18.50 1-21-hich used Motorola table
at Wade's Used Furniture
model Ty
Store. Trade with Wade and 1--21-Inch
used
Silvertone
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
table model TV
478.
ALL TV's guaranteed to be
playing

FOR SALE

It is time
to trade automobiles.
Come by Dan Taylor's
Used Car Lot!
Phones 38,

292; 4th St.

3-used gas ranges: came in
and make us an offer
2-Used Gibson Refrigerators
Sewing machines rented for
only $5 per month.
(Rent may be applied to purchase price).

•

COOK'S LIQUOR
STORE

express your devotion.
We offer a wide selection
of designs to meet every

Ill

Commereial Ave.

SOS Main St.

Mons II

TEXAS HYBRID MILC)

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
48% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% In 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 166
Wick Smith Agency

preference.

Cold Wines, cold beer

IRE GLLBERT
WATER VALLEY, KY.

All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc

Phone 22M

FULTON DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Located 1% mass South of Fulton on Martin Hiway
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, AVG. I-1
THE BRASS LoGAND GUN THE MAN DOWN
Wah /high O'Brien

With James Arness

SATURDAY, AUGUST 3
DUEL AT
YAOUI DRUMS
APACHE WELLS
With Rod Cameron

Ben Cooper, Jim Davis

SUNDAY AND MONDAY, AUGUST 4-5

B.F.Goodrich WHITE KING

Gives you more Freezer Space
for Less Money

fr

:.-1611j2114113("1/‘

-PLUS SECOND

Basis You Cu Save

The

np to $100.00 On

•2.6 cu. ft. "fast-freeze"
section

•3 baskets, 3 dividers

In Life
Are Free

$239,95
ON

$19.95

$2.50
Wkly.

Down

171119011

MI

ERNEST

Down

Weekly

115.00

gaze

10-ft. Chest

$139.95

10-ft.

Vertical

sz39.95 I $is.••

15-it.

Vertical

$28915

$25.00

$279.95

925.06

28-ft. Chest

I

1

$224

I

GUN...
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THE WILD SIERRAS)
.
111.8

NAKED
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92.541
ELM
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me
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We

WAYNE • WYNN •BARTON

Charlie Scales Stores
MARTIN, TENN.

FULTON, KY.

315 LINDELL

216 CHURCH STREET

PHONE 404

PHONE 389
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SIMIEE

PAAcRAE • DAILEY • BORGNINE • NORM ooiw,_
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, AUG. ill

OTHER VALUES

•5-year food loss
protection plan
•1-year freezer warranty
plus additional 4-year
motor compressor
guarantee

Best
Thino

1/

This 15 cu. ft. Chest!
•Holds 720 lbs.
frozen food

FEATURE-

JOHN O'HARA'$
FLAMING PORTRAIT
OF THE JAZZ AG
and the guys
and gals who
made it rock
'n'roIII

01 a Cost-Per Foot

WFUL:
ley reve,
Elvis was
test by t
stars and
Grand 01

Plates

4••••

We. have

WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Shoe Shop.

WELLS DRILLED ror industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or can Watson Co..
Phone 2111, Fulton, Ky.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.

"Always At Your Serviee"

A monument can forever

Highway 45

212 Church St. Phone 909

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL

LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnmowers, all .sizes, $64.50 and
up. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th
St. Fulton.

FARM LOANS: Long term,
low interest rates on real
State Line-across from Browder
estate. tharles Cannon Phone
61, Fulton.
Mill

savings to you
•
•

FULTON REAL ESTATE 00.

FISH MARKET

Fulton, Ky.

tremendous

List your
and town Property
with the

FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS
To provide working capital, FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polishlow
interest,
long
term.
er and electric vacuum cleanCharlie
Stephenson, Phone
ers Exchange Furniture Co.
61, Fulton.
Phone 35. Churcn Street
Fresh

WFUL (1270 Lc., elomay 9:18

Shop.

MONUMENTS

BARGAINS:
roll-away
beds
JUNK YARD
$10.50; antique dining room
suite $100.00; living room suite,
USED CARS AND PARTS
looks like new, used since May
39; gas stove $100.00; extra nice
Phones:
, Special 15% Discount on
Dixie electric stoves $100.00 to
Garage 9134; Home 1795
$110.00;
Buffets, $10.00 to
Power Lawn Mowers
FOR SALE: Used Connsonata
$12.50; bed springs $5.00 to
Electric organ, spinette model,
$7.50; 9x12 rugs low as $4.95
.• good condition. Timm's Furni- FOR SALE: Dairy cows, fresh
at Wade's Used Furniture
and springers, Bangs tested.
ture Co., Union City, Tenn.
Store. Trade with Wade and
See or call John 0. Kough,
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
phone 6489, Clinton, Ky.
478.

contact

Out of town? Call Collect!

Fulton Paint & Glass

Texas 660 Hybrid Mile $25.00 cwt
Texas 611 Hybrid mile $24.75 cwt
Clark Soybeans
$3.25 bu.

YOUR NEXT MOVE

Day Phone 555, Night Phone 333

bey Terme--Zmay Pigments

Fulton, Ky.

24-HOUR WRECKER AND

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.
FREE PARKING

Agent for the Red Ball Transfer
Company serving the 48 states.

TELEVISION

Across From Zippy Cafe

Fulton

Storage and modern vans;

S. 51 North

Hose Christian
Science Heels
"GOD'S LAW IS PRACSAFETY-TOE shoes are always TICAL EN BUSINESS"
available at Forrester's Shoe

TIRE SALE at Bennsitt's Cities
Service on Fourth Street and
Maynard's Cities Service on
Martin Highway!

Granite

FARM LOANS

PE it'S GARAGE
U.

For Your July and
August Painting

H&M

WANTED: Young ladies to ener
training to make nurses. Salary
Southern States
while being trained. High
Fulton Co-Operative
school graduates prefe:red.
Apply to: Weakley County
Phone 399
South Fulton
Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
•••

You're always welcome
at

Nashville

contact

FOR THE BEST Deal um Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for Your 400 Main Street
old equipment

SEEK MAIL PEANUT
Southeastern airlines. now awing the Ken-Tenn area out of
the Tom Stewart airport near
Union City, is seeking • temporary interstate certificate to enable the line to carry Mail

Tommy Taylor of
COMPANY FOR SALE: Used upright piancs, visited in the home of Mr and
$59.50 up. Completely reconMrs. Ernest Willey Monday and
Tulton
diUoned and guaranteed for
Nashville
was accompanied

Burk-Hall
Fine Paints
• • • •

Fulton Fabric Shop

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models $139.96
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

to
by
one year. Timm's Furniture
Mrs. Champ Taylor and son.
Co., Union City, Term.

Plenty Free Parking!

FULTON HARDWARE

WADES USED Store has it!
Electric stove, 10-foot refrigerator, Dinette suite, box spring
and mattress, 9x12 rugs used
only six weeks, at real bargain
prices. Hotpoint refrigerator,
slightly used, $90.00; one 8-400t
Duncan Hines refrigerator
$115.00; Kitchen cabinets $10.00
to $17.50 at Wade's Used Furniture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main Street,
phone 478.

AM MUIR ARTISTS PIMP!

-PLUS SECOND FEATURE
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SHAIN'BERG'S

Black & White Store
(Appliance
Department)
Union City, Tennessee

B.F.Goodrich Tires

•
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